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INSIGHT

By MIKE DEMLER mdemler@opensystemsmedia.com

Tool providers focus on improving the efficiency of
FPGA design
As the available gate count in FPGAs
continues to grow, with 28 nm devices 
now in full production, more automa-
tion is required in design flows to enable 
engineers to deal with the increased 
complexity. In a typical FPGA design 
flow, engineers start implementation 
with a Register-Transfer Level (RTL) 
description of the design functions, 
written (mostly manually) in Hardware 
Description Languages (HDLs) such as 
Verilog, VHDL, or System Verilog. The 
RTL description becomes one of the 
inputs to logic synthesis, which auto-
mates the creation of the actual gate-
level circuit structure. 

In order to meet performance objec-
tives, designers must also supply the 
synthesizer with constraints for timing 
specifications, such as clock rate and 
delays. Once the gate-level netlist is 
created, these constraints will guide the 
place and route tools in the creation of 
the physical layout. The challenge, for 
designers, is to be able to create a set 
of inputs that allow a design to be syn-
thesized and optimized for the archi-
tecture of the target FPGA, while also 
being able to achieve “timing closure.” 
This is usually an iterative process, and 
can often be a major source of project 
delays when closure cannot be quickly 
achieved. 

Speeding design with automation
EDA vendors and FPGA manufacturers 
are collaborating to improve the design 
process. At the Design and Verification 
Conference (DVCon) in February, EDA 
tool developer Blue Pearl Software 
announced that they had collaborated 
with Synopsys to accelerate timing clo-
sure in FPGA design by automating the 

generation of timing constraints directly 
from the RTL. Blue Pearl has tightly inte-
grated their timing analysis tools with 
the Synopsys Synplify Pro FPGA syn-
thesis tools, using the pre-synthesis reg-
ister map as an input for the generation 
of optimized constraints in the Synopsys 
Design Constraint (SDC) format. 
Optimization is a critical part of the 
constraint-generation process because 
an over-constrained design is difficult 
and more time-consuming to synthe-
size. Blue Pearl has indicated that this 
technique could potentially be adapted 
for other synthesis tools as well, such as 
the Xilinx ISE Design Suite or Altera’s 
Quartus design software.

Working with new tools
Many DSP-FPGA designers begin devel-
oping and testing their architectures 
using the MathWorks MATLAB simula-
tion tools. The challenge here is mapping 
the simulation model to an FPGA imple-
mentation by converting the MATLAB 
“.m” language into synthesizable RTL 
code. To make that job easier, in March 
MathWorks announced the addition of 
HDL coder capability to MATLAB, which 
was previously only available for users of 
their Simulink model-based design tool. 
MathWorks designed the HDL coder 
workflow for direct integration with 
the Xilinx and Altera synthesis tools, 
but engineers can also use it for ASIC 
designs with other EDA tools.

New capabilities in the MATLAB HDL 
Coder Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
include the ability to automatically con-
vert floating-point models to a fixed-
point design. The HDL coder tool also 
has the capability to perform optimi-
zations of the finite resources that are 

available in the target FPGA, and pro-
vides iterative reports to guide the pro-
cess. For designers of high-reliability 
military/aerospace applications, the 
MathWorks HDL Coder provides for 
algorithm-to-HDL traceability to facili-
tate compliance with the DO-254 guide-
lines for design assurance of airborne 
electronic hardware. 

To close the loop from synthesis to veri-
fication, designers can use MathWorks 
HDL Verifier (formerly known as 
EDA Simulator Link) for co-simulation 
and regression testing of MATLAB with 
Verilog/VHDL simulators. HDL Verifier 
also facilitates FPGA-in-the-loop verifi-
cation, and currently supports a set of 
15 FPGA evaluation boards from Altera 
and Xilinx.

Upgrading to the next level of design
An obvious area calling for more auto-
mation is in the synthesis of RTL from 
higher-level C-language models, com-
monly referred to as Electronic System 
Level (ESL) design. More interest in 
system-level FPGA design can be 
expected with the introduction of SoC-
like devices based on embedded ARM 
cores by Xilinx and Altera. The design 
methodology for these devices brings 
together software engineering for 
processor-based systems with hard-
ware engineering on the FPGA fabric. 
While some promising results have been 
reported for ESL tools from the FPGA 
and EDA vendors, more improvements 
are required to achieve great adoption. 

To keep up to date on the latest news and 
information in FPGA design tools, sub-
scribe to the EDA and FPGA TechChannels 
at tech.opensystemsmedia.com.
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Radar, SIGINT/EW, Imaging, and other
ISR applications are among the most 
compute-intensive defense and aero-
space applications. The amount of data 
coming into air and ground platforms 
from a steadily increasing number and 
type of sensors is driving the need for 
embedded processing at the super-
computing level. Great strides are 
being made thanks to recent develop-
ments in the effort to bring commercial  
High-Performance Computing (HPC) 
technologies into the SWaP-constrained 
Mil/COTS environment, advances in 
open-standard system architectures that 
can support the newest generations of 
multicore commercial processor chips, 
and the highest bandwidth serial fabrics. 

Open source opens up high-
performance possibilities
Recently, Curtiss-Wright Controls 
Defense Solutions (CWCDS) under-
took two demonstrations that pre-
sented breakthroughs in these efforts. 
In December 2011, a demonstration 
was conducted that successfully showed 
OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution 
(OFED) software running on a dual 2nd 
generation Intel Core i7 DSP module 
enabled with Gen2 Serial RapidIO (SRIO). 
The resulting performance showed, to 
the company’s knowledge, the industry’s 
highest performing High-Performance 
Embedded Computing (HPEC) system 
on a FLOPS per watt basis. 

OFED is an open source software compo-
nent that abstracts fabrics and operating 
system Remote Direct Memory Access 
(RDMA) from higher level software. 
OFED is governed by the OpenFabrics 
Alliance, which has many contributors 
across the industry. OFED supports 
multiple fabrics such as Serial RapidIO, 
Ethernet, InfiniBand, and multiple OSs 
including Linux and Windows. The use of 

open source APIs enabled abstraction of 
heterogeneous software and effectively 
showed commercial HPC architectures 
running on a rugged, embedded defense 
and aerospace subsystem. 

The demonstration included OpenMPI, 
an open source implementation of 
the Message Passing Interface (MPI); 
RapidIO RIONet, an open source com-
ponent that transports Ethernet frames 
seamlessly over RapidIO messages; and 
DAPL/UDAPL InfiniBand fabric APIs. 
OFED support enables system integra-
tors to run their application software 
coded for Ethernet and InfiniBand 
systems natively on CWCDS rugged, 
deployable hardware that transparently 
runs the Gen2 Serial RapidIO fabric.

The HPEC system demonstrated sup-
ports over 3.7 Intel AVX TFLOPS and 
224 GBps of fabric connectivity in a 
standard 16-slot OpenVPX chassis. The 
HPEC system supports eight Intel cores 
and bandwidth rates of 8 GBps to the 
data plane. The demonstration utilized 
COTS silicon and open source software 
to further emphasize the HPEC system’s 
open architecture compared to alter-
native OpenVPX systems that require 
proprietary RapidIO IP and software 
stacks. The open architecture approach 
fosters competition, eliminates vendor 
“lock-in,” and reduces costs through 
competition.

Fast Serial RapidIO data
Also in March 2012, the company 
showed the first known demonstration 
of an HPEC 6U VPX subsystem with Intel, 
Freescale, Xilinx, and IDT Interoperability 
running on Serial RapidIO. The het-
erogeneous OpenVPX-based HPEC 
system used in this demonstration 
delivered extremely high data transfer 
efficiency. Serial RapidIO (SRIO) data 

was transmitted between an Intel 2nd 
Generation Core i7 processor, Freescale 
8640 Power Architecture processor and 
a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA, which constitute 
the three leading building blocks of 
high-performance DSP embedded sys-
tems for defense and aerospace C4ISR 
applications such as image, signal, and 
radar processing. The demonstration 
was based on the company’s rugged 
COTS OpenVPX board modules, and 
was also the first known demonstration 
to show an Intel CPU running Gen 2 
SRIO, an achievement made possible 
through use of the IDT’s groundbreaking 
Tsi721 PCIe2-to-SRIO2 RapidIO bridge. 

Results of the demonstration include 
data transfers between Intel CPUs rated 
at 1.7 GBps, achieving 95 percent of the 
theoretical maximum wire speed for a 
given physical link into the switch fabric 
(excluding overhead). Furthermore, 
these results were achieved with a near-
zero overhead burden on the processor 
thanks to the high-speed DMA feature 
of the Tsi721 and SRIO’s inherent guar-
anteed-by-hardware data transmission. 
The outcome showed that offloading 
the host processor results in improved 
overall system performance.

A “super” future for military systems
The emergence of COTS-based HPEC 
processing in compact, rugged deploy-
able subsystems promises to deliver 
supercomputing performance in SWaP-
constrained embedded military applica-
tions. The result will be more real-time, 
actionable intelligence to help the warf-
ighter successfully and safely accomplish 
their mission. As sensor data continues 
to proliferate, the greater processing 
capability of HPEC systems will help 
enable system designers to fully capture, 
analyze, and exploit the ever-increasing 
amount of raw data.  

Boosting embedded DSP processing with 
open-source-based HPEC supercomputer performance
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By WILL STRAUSS

FORWARD
THINKING

wis@fwdconcepts.com

Vendors set their sights on small cells, Wi-Fi, and LTE
Mobile World Congress afterthoughts
Mobile World Congress (MWC) 2012 in Barcelona ended the 
first day of March and had record attendance of 67,000 from 
205 countries, of which probably half the attendees could be 
counted as company executives, including some 3,500 CEOs.

Clearly, the hit of the show was Nokia’s 808 PureView camera/
cellphone. With a 41 Megapixel (MP) sensor that can capture 
4x zoom in full HD 1080p, the pixel count was mind-bending. 
The company also introduced the stunning Nokia 610, which 
provides a high-end Windows Mobile 7 smartphone expe-
rience for the mid-to-low-end market. It was probably #2 in 
attendee buzz, despite the introduction of Huawei’s expansive 
(and expensive) Ascend D smartphone with a quad application 
processor, billed as “the fastest smartphone on the planet” … 
even though it’s throttled at HSPA+ speeds but not LTE. 

Small cells increase in popularity
At MWC, small cell wireless, which includes femtocells, pico-
cells and anything short of a full macro base station, seemed 
to be a popular theme. Although market-dominant Mindspeed 
Technologies formalized its Picochip acquisition at MWC, a new 
chip entrant also emerged. Montreal-based Octasic Inc. dem-
onstrated its OCT2224W baseband DSP in what is claimed to 
be the world’s smallest microcell/small cell platform, WhiteStar 
by Deltenna. Octasic’s OCT2224W SoC ships with a 3GPP PHY 
software library that offers standards-compliant GSM, EDGE, 
W-CDMA, HSPA+, and LTE protocol stacks. Deltenna adds a 
dual-core ARM Cortex-A9, a Wi-Fi access point, and GPS-based 
timing, and markets the device to OEMs, integrators, and opera-
tors. The company claims that up to 64 HSPA+ users in a 10 km 
cell can be supported.

Last month, the Femtocell Forum changed its name to the Small 
Cell Forum and expanded its scope. Good timing.

Intel claims Wi-Fi on dual-Atom die
Before getting too excited about Intel’s presentation at ISCC 
(which always seems to coincide too close to MWC dates), 
Intel does not yet have Wi-Fi on a production-ready x86 die. 
However, Intel did present a paper at the conference on their 
“Rose Point” 32 nm SoC that implements Wi-Fi on a dual-Atom 
die. The paper addresses the 2.4 GHz RF capability on the 
same x86 die that may also be clocked near 2.4 GHz, clearly an 
interference challenge for the RF circuitry. Note that this is not 
an 802.11n or other specific WLAN solution. Intel admits that 
the design probably won’t be ready for the market for “another 
year or two.”

Intel once designed a standalone 802.11g Wi-Fi chip and was 
probably the last major company to ship such a product (for lap-
tops, of course). I remember my discussion with Pat Gelsinger 
who headed Intel’s R&D at the time. He was roundly critical of 
the unfair companies (like Broadcom) who dared to offer pre-
standard 802.11g chips before the standard was finalized (and 
before Intel could ship product). If memory serves, Intel was 
working on that standalone Wi-Fi chip for at least three years 
before they finally shipped a product.

Texas Instruments was probably the first company to put sig-
nificant digital RF on the same die with a processor, their GPRS 
DSP/ARM chip for cellular baseband at the time (operating at a 
much lower 850 MHz). Later, TI was able to produce single-die 
EDGE baseband/RF chips, but by then Broadcom and ST-Ericsson 
were also shipping single-die EDGE products. Now, the latter 
two companies “own” that segment of the market. Currently, 
TI, Broadcom, and Qualcomm Atheros are shipping hundreds 
of millions of “combo” cellphone peripheral chips that include 
not only 11n Wi-Fi, but also Bluetooth, FM, GPS, and more on 
a single die. Each combo chip has one or more microprocessors 
(OK, DSP baseband engines) along with RF circuitry. Of course, 
those companies don’t have an x86 processor – though they are 
all major producers of ARM-based (Cortex-A9) processors – but 
have chosen to keep RF on separate dies, and are doing very 
well with that approach to the market.

Since Intel’s SoC Wi-Fi solution won’t be ready for perhaps 
a couple of years, they had better engineer it for 802.11ac 
operation, which will probably be the norm for smartphones 
and tablets in 2014.

NVIDIA keeping the Icera name
Most companies that acquire others tend to dispense with the 
acquired company’s identity – witness the many acquisitions 
by, say, Intel, Broadcom, and Cisco. NVIDIA, though, is proud 
of its acquisition of baseband (and RF transceiver) house Icera 
Semiconductor and plans to keep the Icera identity with its cel-
lular product line. Now NVIDIA can offer communications pro-
cessors that include both baseband and application processors, 
the dominant market segment. 

CogNovo impresses at MWC
At the previous MWC’11, UK-based CogNovo was dem-
onstrating their LTE-A baseband in FPGA form. This year, at 
MWC’12, they were the only company demonstrating a real 
LTE-Advanced baseband chip. Their Samsung-fabbed chip 
was highlighted in Rhode & Schwarz’ booth as well as in their 
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FORWARD THINKING CONTINUED

own suite. Moreover, they were dem-
onstrating carrier aggregation (perhaps 
the main feature of LTE-A over LTE) at 
the R&S booth. Although CogNovo has 
real silicon now, it remains committed to 
licensing the technology. When asked 
if Samsung had licensed its IP, the com-
pany had no comment.

Cellphone and tablet chip trends
To provide product and market plan-
ners with calibration on the market, 

Forward Concepts is offering its new 
“Cellular Handset & Tablet Core Chip 
Trends’12” – an extensive market study 
that covers the core integrated circuits 
that enable cellphones and cellular-
connected tablets. In this study, we 
don’t just track basebands and appli-
cation processors, we also track and 
forecast RF transceivers, power ampli-
fiers, and power management units in 
great detail. The 312-page PDF is avail-
able at www.fwdconcepts.com/celltab 

for $3,850, including an enterprise-
wide license. The report provides 2011 
vendor market shares for each core 
cellphone chip type and forecasts units, 
ASPs, and revenues for all of them in 
detail through 2016. 

As always, I invite your comments.

Will Strauss,  
President & Principal Analyst
Forward Concepts

A quick start kit for DSP FPGA design
With the increasing complexity of FPGA system 
design, developers could use a kick-start on their 
projects. Xilinx is answering that call with a pair 
of base design kits for their 28 nm Kintex-7 and 
Virtex-7 FPGAs, each built on PCI Express PCBs. 
The kits come with just about all the hardware 

and software required to get started, including cables and a power supply, 
FMC connectors, and a copy of Xilinx’s ISE Design Suite and MathWorks 
evaluation software for MATLAB and Simulink. 

The Kintex-7 KC705 board is based on the XC7K325T FPGA, a 360,080 
logic cell device. Avnet has added to this base kit with a set of features 
targeting developers of DSP applications, including a high-speed ADC/DAC FMC Module. The module provides a dual channel 
14-bit, 250 MSps Texas Instruments ADC, a dual 16-bit, 800 MSps, 2x/4x interpolating DAC, and a high-speed clock synchronizer 
to remove jitter, also from TI. Avnet also provides a reference design for a 3G Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) 
digital up/down converter with analog-to-digital loopback. The DSP FPGA kit can be purchased from Avnet for $3,995.

Xilinx  |  www.xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p367755
Avnet  |  www.avnet.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p367758

A complete HW/SW solution for SoC audio processing
Semiconductor IP vendors have traditionally competed on power, 
performance, and area, but having a full suite of supporting soft-
ware is increasingly critical to enable SoC integration. Synopsys is 
addressing this need by combining assets from several acquisitions 
over the past several years to grow from a supplier of primarily 
interface SIP into a more complete hardware/software solution 
vendor. The Synopsys DesignWare SoundWave subsystem inte-
grates a single- or dual-core ARC audio processor with Sonic Focus 
audio enhancement software and mixed-signal IP for the audio 
codecs. An ARM AMBA AXI/AHB protocol interface facilitates 
integration of the audio subsystem into a SoC architecture. 

By utilizing Synopsys Virtualizer prototyping tools with SoundWave, developers can perform pre-silicon integration of the audio 
software stack with their application software. Designers can use Synopsys’ HAPS (High-performance ASIC Prototyping System) 
FPGA-based prototyping system to perform system integration and hardware-software validation. Synopsys provides a library of 
certified codecs from Dolby Laboratories, DTS, SRS Labs, and Microsoft, along with open source Ogg Vorbis and FLAC formats. An 
audio plug-in software module for the open source GStreamer multimedia framework enables integration of subsystem software 
with host application software.

Synopsys  |  www.synopsys.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p367756
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Scalable DSP platform for 
small to macro-cell LTE 
base stations
To deliver on the perfor-
mance expectations for 
4G LTE networks, opera-
tors will need to deploy 

a mix of low-cost pico and femto cells, along with 
lower power macro cell base stations, to meet green 
energy requirements. Texas Instruments has stepped 
up to the plate and delivered with its TCI6636 LTE/
LTE-Advanced base station on a chip. The 28 nm SoC 
is the first to employ TI’s KeyStone II architecture, and 
the first chip of any kind to pack four of ARM’s most 
advanced Cortex-A15 cores on a single piece of silicon. TI architected the TCI6636 for applications in the high-end of the small cell 
market segment, supporting up to 256 users. Designers can also connect three TCI6636 SoCs to build a macro-cell base station, 
lowering cost and power compared to alternative architectures, by eliminating additional components such as network processors 
and antenna FPGAs. 

The TCI6636 has eight of TI’s C66x DSP cores, each with a dedicated 1 MB memory subsystem for 320 GMACS, and 160 GFLOPS 
performance. General-purpose processing is performed by the quad ARM Cortex-A15s, cumulatively providing 17.5 Dhrystone 
MIPS. TI adds accelerators to the base KeyStone architecture for Cat-7 LTE support (300 Mbps downlink, 150 Mbps uplink).

Texas Instruments  |  www.ti.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p367757

Mobile FPGAs shrink power requirements to micro-watts
Longer battery life is a critical need for many of today’s most 
powerful mobile devices. Device manufacturers also struggle to 
differentiate their devices, with the same few application pro-
cessors now showing up in everything from smartphones to tab-
lets to notebook PCs. Lattice Semiconductor has found a sweet 
spot by addressing both concerns with its family of mobile 
FPGAs derived from the company’s acquisition of SiliconBlue 
Technologies in late 2011. Prior to the acquisition, SiliconBlue 
had said they expected full production of the iCE40 (40 nm) 
“Los Angeles” series of mobile FPGAs in Q4 2011. The iCE40 
family includes a low-power (LP) series designed for smart-
phone applications, and a high-speed (HX) series that Lattice is 
now targeting at tablet applications. 

The technology is based on programming a non-volatile configuration memory (NVCM), which is essentially a One-Time program-
mable Memory (OTM) that is integrated into the SRAM FPGAs. Typical applications for the mobile FPGAs are as companion devices 
to application processors, to add support for functions such as sensor management, high-speed custom connectivity, and HD video 
and imaging. Lattice offers the LP and HX series in capacities from 640 to 16K logic cells, and an idle core current as low as 35 μA 
in the LP640.

Lattice Semiconductor  |  www.latticesemi.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p367759
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DSP and FPGA suppliers vie for  
growing embedded vision market
By Mike Demler, Editorial Director

Image processing – the use of com-
puters to execute sophisticated algo-
rithms on still images or video – has 
been a specialized branch of Digital 
Signal Processing (DSP) for many years, 
with published scholarly work from the 
IEEE spanning more than two decades. 
Now, with advances in processor and 
sensor technologies, the industry is on 
the verge of seeing image processing 
becoming pervasive in people’s daily 
lives: in homes and automobiles, mobile 
phone applications, and in shopping 
centers and workplaces. 

To help foster the development of prod-
ucts and solutions for embedded image 
processing applications, 15 companies 
formed the Embedded Vision Alliance 
(EVA) in May 2011. The alliance was 

initiated by Berkeley Design Technology, 
Inc. (BDTI) – well known for its DSP 
benchmarking methodologies – FPGA 
vendor Xilinx, and market analysis firm 
IMS Research. The alliance has now 
grown to 20 members, ranging from 
suppliers of general-purpose proces-
sors, DSPs, and Graphics Processing 
Units (GPUs), to software and design 
tool vendors, and developers of 
Intellectual Property (IP) for image pro-
cessing applications. 

During the DESIGN West show in 
San Jose in March, EVA members came 
together to discuss the opportunities 
and challenges of embedded image 
processing, and to demonstrate their 
products for the press and industry ana-
lysts. Brian Dipert, Senior Analyst at BDTI 

and Editor-In-Chief of the EVA website, 
says that the alliance sees embedded 
vision as being distinct from traditional 
multimedia and image processing appli-
cations; unlike graphics or video proces-
sors, embedded vision systems process 
images in order to “see and understand.” 
These embedded vision systems have 
the potential to address many important 
application areas, and DSP and FPGA 
vendors are creating technologies to turn 
those possibilities into reality.

From factory automation to embedded 
vision systems that can save lives
One of the long-established markets for 
image processing has been in manufac-
turing automation and inspection, often 
referred to as machine vision. Cameras 
and sensors can be used to monitor the 

Embedded vision systems for various markets, from industrial automation to 
transportation to surveillance to defense, are set to improve accuracy and safety 
in critical situations. Traditionally, vision systems that are able to interact with the 
world around them have been dismissed as science fiction, but advancements in 
embedded image processors have DSP and FPGA vendors developing platforms 
with new capabilities in a wide range of applications that are giving vision system 
designers the tools to create systems that can truly “see and understand.”
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orientation of components to ensure 
proper assembly or to detect defects. 
Vision systems are also commonplace 
for video surveillance, which in the past 
relied on human monitoring of live or 
recorded images. With more sophisti-
cated analytics capability in embedded 
vision systems, objects and people are 
not only detected and tracked automati-
cally, but they can also be identified.

The U.S. government’s Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) is working on a program called 
“Mind’s Eye,” which they hope will take 
automated visual intelligence even fur-
ther – to using computers to verbalize 
descriptions of the scenes that are 
being monitored. In his keynote pre-
sentation at the EVA meeting, James 
Donlon, DARPA Program Manager for 
Mind’s Eye, showed working examples 
of how smart cameras in the battlefield 
could be used to report on activity, 
allowing soldiers on scouting patrols to 
stay out of harm’s way. While far from 
perfect at this early stage of develop-
ment, experiments with Mind’s Eye 
technology have been able to automat-
ically generate simple text messages of 
observed events, such as “the person 
lifted something” (Figure 1).

While the U.S. Department of 
Transportation is considering a pro-
posal to mandate installation of backup 
cameras, one can imagine how the 
commercial application of Mind’s Eye 
technology could enhance vision sys-
tems embedded in automobiles for 
safety and other applications. 

After vehicular fatalities, according 
to the Centers for Disease Control 
(CDC), the second leading cause of 
death for children under the age of 14 
is drowning. Embedded vision systems 
could prevent many of these deaths. 
Such a system has been developed 
in France by MG International: the 
Poseidon system. This vision system 
uses advanced video analysis to recog-
nize texture, volume, and movement 
within a swimming pool. By surveying 
the pool in real-time, Poseidon can 
issue alerts within seconds of an acci-
dent and provide the exact location of 
a swimmer in danger.

Implementing embedded vision 
systems – DSPs or FPGAs?
While GPUs continue to get more pow-
erful for gaming and multimedia appli-
cations, designers will need to employ 
specialized hardware accelerators for 
advanced embedded vision applica-
tions requiring object recognition and 
tracking, DSP and FPGA vendors are 
addressing this need with the introduc-
tion of several new products in the form 
of either DSP-based system platforms or 
FPGA-based processing platforms.

DSP-based system platforms
At the EVA meeting, Analog Devices, 
Inc. (ADI) demonstrated their new series 
of 1 GHz, dual-core Blackfin DSPs. To 
optimize performance specifically for 
embedded vision applications, ADI has 
integrated a video subsystem into the 
ADSP-BF608 and ADSP-BF609 model 
processors, which offloads image pro-
cessing tasks from the general-purpose 
DSP cores. 

The video subsystem in the new Blackfin 
DSPs is capable of accelerating up to 
five concurrent image processing algo-
rithms, says Colin Duggan, Director of 
Marketing in the Processor Technology 
Group at ADI. The Pipelined Vision 
Processor (PVP) in the BF608/09 video 
subsystem functions as an accelerator for 
performing video analytics, and contains 
twelve configurable processing blocks 
for use in object detection, tracking, and 

recognition. The functions include four 
5 x 5, 16-bit convolution blocks, a 16-bit 
Cartesian-to-polar coordinate conver-
sion block, a pixel edge classifier, and 
a 32-bit threshold block, among other 
functions that support commonly used 
image processing algorithms.

The Blackfin video subsystem also 
includes a Pixel Compositor (PIXC), which 
designers can use to overlay and blend 
images and perform color space con-
version for output to LCD displays and 
video encoders. A Video Interconnect 
(VID) block provides a connectivity matrix 
to tie together the PIXC and PVP, with a 
set of three Parallel Peripheral Interfaces 
(PPIs) for use with image sensors, dis-
plays, analog-digital or digital-analog 
converters, and other peripherals. 

FPGA-based processing platforms
In 2011, Xilinx and Altera each announced 
development of a new type of System-
on-Chip (SoC) processing platform, inte-
grating ARM Cortex-A9 processors on 
the same chip with programmable FPGA 
fabrics. At DESIGN West, Xilinx showed 
production silicon for the Zynq-7000 in an 
embedded vision application. 

The processor system in Zynq consists 
of dual ARM Cortex-A9 cores, along 
with ARM’s NEON general-purpose 
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) 
engine. Designers can use NEON as an 
accelerator for multimedia and signal 

Figure 1 | The DARPA Mind’s Eye program uses smart cameras to analyze 
acticity and generate text messages to describe its observations.
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processing algorithms in image pro-
cessing applications. For embedded 
vision, Xilinx used the programmable 
logic in the Zynq FPGA for hardware 
acceleration of High-Definition (HD) 
image processing algorithms. In the 
DESIGN West demonstration, objects 
could be tracked in a live 1080p video 
stream at 60 fps, implementing a real-
time closed-loop control system.

Software developers now have several 
new choices for Operating Systems 
(OSs) to run on Zynq’s ARM processor 
subsystem, enabling the device to be 
used in place of conventional embedded 
system processors. Xilinx has announced 
that Wind River is supporting the plat-
form with their VxWorks Real-Time 
Operating System (RTOS) and with Wind 
River Linux. Designers can also employ 
the Microsoft Windows Embedded 
Compact 7 OS on Zynq, with a refer-
ence Board Support Package (BSP) 
from Adeneo Embedded. Along with a 
number of other commercial operating 
systems, Xilinx also supports Google’s 

Android 2.3 (Gingerbread) OS on Zynq. 
The source files are available for down-
load from the Xilinx GIT repository, pro-
viding support for the display controller 
and OpenGL ES 1.1 graphics accelerator 
that are implemented in the Zynq-7000 
programmable logic.

The better choice is conditional
The emerging embedded vision market 
is following the same path as other high-
performance DSP applications, such as 
wireless infrastructure, where FPGAs 
and DSPs both complement and com-
pete with each other. The addition of 
specialized accelerators in ASSPs, such 
as the ADI Blackfin devices, will elimi-
nate the need to add an FPGA to a gen-
eral purpose DSP for many embedded 
vision applications. Designers can then 
concentrate on developing the software. 
On the other hand, with FPGA SoCs 
now available, developers can cus-
tomize their hardware as needed, while 
employing familiar software platforms 
and eliminating separate, general-pur-
pose processors. As usual, cost, power, 

and performance all need to be weighed 
in order to select the optimal solution.

Bringing sci-fi vision systems closer  
to reality
Embedded vision conferences frequently 
conjure up memories of the scene from 
the movie Minority Report, where iris-
scanning devices identify Tom Cruise’s 
character as he walks through a shopping 
mall for delivery of personally targeted 
advertisements on holographic digital 
signs. This type of biometric application is 
no longer science fiction, and digital sig-
nage is but one of many projected growth 
areas for embedded vision systems. EVA 
member IMS Research forecasts a wide 
array of emerging applications in intel-
ligent transportation, medical patient 
monitoring and diagnostics, consumer 
electronics, and security. Fortunately, 
designers will have no shortage of 
options for hardware platforms on which 
to implement such systems, with SoC, 
GPU, DSP, and FPGA manufacturers all 
competing for their piece of the devel-
oping embedded vision market.  

®
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The challenges of developing embedded software have grown
as more and more of the hardware that the embedded soft-
ware targets becomes integrated onto silicon. FPGAs are no 
exception, and they are growing in capacity and complexity. As 
they do so, the requirements for development are changing, 
with virtual platforms becoming an impor-
tant part of the development tool chain. 

A virtual prototype (or virtual platform) is 
an abstract software model of the hard-
ware, and typically comprises instruction-
accurate processor models combined 
with transaction-level models (TLMs) of 
all peripherals. The abstract models used 
in virtual prototypes change the “how” of 
software development by providing a pro-
totype that is fast and responsive enough 
to run software and connect with physical 
I/O. Virtual prototypes change the “when” 
of software development by allowing soft-
ware development before detailed hard-
ware design is completed. 

There are a variety of virtual prototyping 
tools and methodologies on the market 

focused on fast development of virtual platforms. In Figure 1, 
a timeline for an embedded system development project is 
shown, first with software developed after hardware design is 
completed and secondly with the use of virtual prototyping to 
start hardware and software development in parallel. Note the 

Virtual prototyping tools speed 
development for FPGAs with ARM-based 
SoC subsystems
By Larry Melling

Applications built using FPGA-based systems require significant software, and it’s 
important to start software development in parallel with hardware development. 
Virtual platforms allow pre-silicon software development using high-level models of 
system hardware and are becoming a critical part of the development tool chain.

Figure 1 | Embedded system development with virtual prototyping can lead 
to earlier software development.
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schedule reduction allowed by virtual prototyping, but speed is 
not its only beneficial aspect. A virtual prototype of the entire 
system offers a new software development environment where 
the developer has complete control and visibility into the entire 
system. Four tools in particular can add valuable depth to virtual 
prototyping: source code debug and register views, waveform 
views, memory viewers and maps, and transaction logs.

Case study: Virtual prototype development
In this discussion, the development of a virtual prototype for the 
Xilinx Zynq-7000 Extensible Processing Platform (EPP) is used as 
a practical example. The virtual prototyping examples are based 
on Cadence Virtual System Platform. Figure 2 shows a block dia-
gram for the Zynq-7000 EPP. 

A critical part of starting early on the devel-
opment of the virtual prototype is the 
development of the models and the connec-
tion of the instruction-accurate processor 
models. The development of this virtual 
prototype required the integration of an 
ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore processor model 
and development of all the peripherals. An 
automatic model generation tool was used 
to create the register stub models for all the 
peripherals by extracting information for the 
reference specification, as shown in Figure 
3. The peripheral models were all developed 
following the SystemC TLM-2.0 standard, 
and the processor model integration wraps 
the processor model in SystemC TLM-2.0. 
The register stubs, tests, and documentation 
are automatically generated. 

A register stub model includes all the reg-
ister interfaces of a peripheral, but not the 
functional behavior. The functional 
behavior is added by the model 
developer, extending the stub 
model to a fully functional model. 
Oftentimes, early software develop-
ment can begin with stub models and 
expand as functionality is added.

Multicore source code debug
Source code debug is required for 
effective embedded software devel-
opment, but the virtual prototype 
environment can extend conven-
tional single stepping by using fast 
processor models that not only allow 
single stepping, but CPU register 
viewing and instruction and register 
trace recording as well. 

For the Xilinx Zynq-7000 EPP plat-
form, multicore debug is required to 
support the ARM dual-core Cortex-A9 

processing subsystem previously highlighted. Because the pro-
cessor models are integrated with a simulator, single stepping 
software on multiple cores is possible. As a result, the virtual 
prototype offers true multicore debugging, where developers 
can set source breakpoints on any software instruction running 
on any core. When the breakpoint triggers, they can see not only 
the state of the core executing the software, but also the state 
of the other cores in the system. Because virtual prototyping is 
a simulation, it is possible to stop the entire prototype when any 
core hits a software breakpoint compared with real hardware 
where a breakpoint on one core doesn’t have any way to stop 
other cores. 

Many virtual prototyping solutions also extend the concept 

Figure 2 | The Xilinx Zynq-7000 EPP includes a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 
MPCore CPU subsystem, various peripherals and I/O, and programmable 
FPGA fabric. (source: Xilinx)

Figure 3 | Register stub models automatically generate the register stub, tests, 
and documentation.
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of register viewing to provide not only the CPU register view, 
but also register views of all the programmable devices in the 
system. Source code debug and register view tools highlight 
register changes when a software breakpoint is triggered and, if 
needed, the virtual prototype simulator can maintain a synchro-
nized view of each of these registers at the time of a breakpoint 
on any core or register change. It can also allow the devel-
oper to overwrite any register value to verify a programming 
error and get further along in the code. The power to identify 
a problem, set a breakpoint, make a change, and continue can 
save significant time in integrating embedded software by not 
requiring a software change and recompile until the change is 
verified to produce the correct result. 

Waveform views
Many embedded software developers hear the term “waveform” 
and immediately tune out because waveforms are intended for 
hardware developers viewing timing relationships between sig-
nals. But a waveform is actually one of the more powerful views 
that virtual prototyping provides for software developers. Most 
embedded software developers have had to debug system 
software issues that require them to add print messages to the 
software. These print messages are used for a variety of reasons, 
but one common one is to observe the sequence of software 
execution and report important state information. As it turns out, 
waveforms are a better way to visualize the sequence of execu-
tion and see how the hardware state changes. 

A waveform view tool example is a UART debug session run 
on the virtual platform for the Xilinx Zynq-7000 EPP where all 
the registers of the UART are being traced, including the inter-
rupt signal. This makes it easy for the developer to see if the 
UART driver properly sequences the register changes required 
to service the interrupt. Another feature of the waveform view 
is the facility to select a point in time and have the source code 
and register views return there in other windows, giving them 
proper context.

Memory viewer and system memory map
Many embedded developer hours have been spent trying to 
find what caused a change to a memory location that created a 
software failure. Often, the error occurs well before the failure 
manifests, so finding where and when the error occurs can be 
challenging. Virtual prototypes make these types of errors 

much simpler to find and fix, starting with the ability to watch 
any memory location for read, write, or read,and write activi-
ties to find out when the error occurred. A memory viewer and 
map offers a convenient way to find the area of interest. This, 
combined with the ability to view the memory in a variety of 
formats (including a disassembly view if needed), makes it easy 
to create a memory view best suited for the debug task. 

Transaction smart log
Finally, the virtual prototype transaction log is an abstract view 
of each hardware transaction that occurs while the software 
executes. This is more of a hardware view, but still valuable for 
software debug. It is used to report errors or warnings when the 

software violates a hardware specification – for example, 
if the software attempts to write to a read-only register 
or access a memory location that is not defined. 

A transaction log can be smart, allowing the developer 
to select the types of information to log and further filter 
the logged information for a particular word, address, or 
device. These capabilities make it simple to quickly elim-
inate errors that can be hard for software developers to 
find because they relate to assumptions or misinterpre-
tations of the hardware operation, or errors like missing 
registers or hardware models in the prototype. Having 
the virtual prototype report disconnects between soft-
ware and hardware saves time. Finding and correcting 

memory addressing errors is typically time consuming because 
the behavior resulting from the addressing error is dependent 
upon the information returned from the addressing error.

Speeding software development with virtual prototyping
The visibility and control that a virtual prototype offers 
embedded software developers greatly improves their ability 
to integrate software more quickly. Any system, whether 
built using FPGAs, SoCs, or both (which requires complex 
embedded software integration), can benefit from adding vir-
tual prototyping to the development flow. The full control and 
visibility of a virtual prototype allows more powerful debug-
ging. The four tools described illustrate why virtual prototypes 
change “how” embedded software is developed. The ability 
to develop an early model of the system for software develop-
ment in parallel with detailed hardware development changes 
“when” embedded software is ready. These two benefits 
combine to deliver production software at the same time the 
hardware is delivered.  

Larry Melling is the Product Marketing 
Manager for Cadence Virtual System 
Platform, with more than 20 years of 
experience in verification and embedded 
software development, marketing, and 
sales from IKOS, Agility, and Virtio. 

Cadence Design Systems
lmelling@cadence.com
www.cadence.com
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High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools have
become popular for creating FPGA hard-
ware with less effort and risk, especially 
when starting from very high-level design 
environments like Simulink. Although 
design productivity using HLS is often in 
the range of 2-5x, the exploration, verifi-
cation, and re-use benefits can be much 
higher (over 10x). This is especially true 
for model-based HLS tools with a high 
abstraction level of the model library, 

and tools with the availability of HLS-
optimizable IP such as multirate FIRs, 
IIRs, FFTs, and other application-specific 
functions. These functions would oth-
erwise require deep design expertise 
and effort to support high-quality and 
-capacity implementation across dif-
ferent FPGA device families and ven-
dors. HLS tools present challenges for 
designers in system integration, veri-
fication, and validation, but there are 

methods that can ease these challenges 
so designers can reap their benefits.

Interface integration and verification
HLS can work very well for algorithm and 
datapath content, but challenges arise 
when integrating them into the rest of 
the system. Other system components, 
like interconnects, interfaces, CPUs, 
and memory controllers are typically 
only available in Hardware Description 
Languages (HDL) like Verilog or VHDL 
and written at Register-Transfer Level 
(RTL). Thus, to integrate an HLS design 
into an SoC, designers must provide a 
standard interface that complies with 
the SoC interconnect, which must be 
done at the RTL, and this presents prob-
lems in the HLS-to-SoC flow (Figure 1).

For example, a memory-mapped read/
write programming port is almost always 
required to set configuration parameters 
in the HLS design. Often, designs can 
have hundreds or even thousands of 
these parameters. The manual steps for 
integration can be formidable, as out-
lined in the following list and illustrated 
in Figure 1.

Integrating High-Level Synthesis designs into 
FPGA SoCs with less effort and risk
By Chris Eddington

SoCs have been the rage in ASIC markets for years, but are now becoming common 
in FPGAs with a soft core or external processor as the CPU. FPGA vendors estimate 
that approximately 50 percent of FPGA designs are integrated with a CPU in some 
way, and they are starting to offer CPU cores integrated with FPGA fabric on a single 
chip. The industry now uses the term “FPGA SoCs” for these types of devices, and 
considering the substantial benefits to end users, this will undoubtedly continue as 
a long-term industry trend. High-Level Synthesis tools, if implemented correctly, can 
reduce the effort and risk associated with integrating custom hardware accelerators 
into FPGA SoCs.

Figure 1 | The integration and verification of interfaces for HLS designs can 
add significant delay and risk. If system modeling requires a C model of the 
HLS design, then the delay can be even worse.
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Example integration effort for program-
mable memory-mapped interfaces: 

1. HLS design with configuration 
parameters (often hundreds or 
thousands of fixed-point variables)

2. HLS-created HDL must explicitly 
have ports for these parameters

3. Fixed-point parameters must be 
converted to unsigned integer type 
of data bus (32-bit or 16-bit)

4. Clock domain crossings must be 
implemented (for multirate designs)

5. Create interface HDL with 
memory-map and parameter inputs 
and outputs

6. Connect interface and converted 
HLS-HDL ports

7. Modify HLS verification scripts 
to initialize parameters through 
interface

Another complication is the fact that 
many HLS designs may have multiple 
sample rates, which are different and 
potentially unrelated in frequency. The 
parameters for HW architecture explo-
ration may vary the sample clocks, thus 
interface integration must include Clock 
Domain Crossings (CDCs), and each 
exploration case requires manual effort 
for each different CDC, thus limiting 
exploration capabilities.

Verification challenges
Verification and validation of the inte-
grated HLS design is now required, and 
because of the mixed high-level and RTL 
components, simulation and debugging 
are difficult. The first challenge is setting 
up the RTL simulation, which requires 
new testbenches or a re-working of the 
HLS testbench to accommodate the RTL 
interfaces. This requires manual effort 
for each HW exploration case. Another 
problem is debugging at the RTL for an 
HLS design. This can require significant 
effort when done at the RTL on an HLS 
design because often both the expertise 
of the HLS/algorithm designer and the 
HW engineer is required. 

HLS with RTL encapsulation and 
C model generation
Instantiating RTL directly into the HLS 
model can address the interface inte-
gration problem. For this to work well 
within an HLS flow, the embedded RTL 
must integrate easily and simulate with 
higher performance than standard RTL 
simulators.

For example, designers can embed RTL 
in a Simulink model using the Synopsys 
RTL Encapsulation (RTLE) feature. The 
RTLE block achieves high-performance 
simulation by using unique RTL mod-
eling technologies and optimizations 

under the hood. This means no external 
RTL simulators are required and simula-
tion bottlenecks are reduced. 

As shown in Figure 2, this capability 
allows interface specification and veri-
fication to be done more easily in the 
high-level environment and eliminates 
the effort and risk of RTL integration and 
debugging. Integration at the higher 
level is also easier with higher abstrac-
tion features such as vector and array 
notation for signal banks, and multirate 
tools for managing the CDCs.

System verification, debug, and 
validation
Increasingly, the industry is turning to 
higher performance C-based system-
level modeling to simulate and debug 
the integrated HLS design and full 
system. This is especially useful for 
architecture validation and early hard-
ware/software verification before going 
directly to hardware. Sometimes it is 
the only choice when the FPGA devices 
are not available or a board solution is 
not ready. Furthermore, a good system 
modeling environment can provide 
better visibility for this type of system-
level validation and debug.

Automatic C models for system 
validation and virtual platforms
To address system validation, designers 
ideally would like to automatically create 
a high-performance C model of the 
entire HLS design, including the RTLE 
blocks. This means designers would 
automatically have a bus-functional, 
high-performance C model of their spe-
cific HLS design, plus system interfaces 
that can be used in C-based simulation 
environments and virtual platforms. Such 
a capability would eliminate the need to 
create C models manually, resulting in 
weeks or months of project delay.

For flexibility, such a tool for C model 
generation should include automatic 
wrapper creation for flexible support of 
various simulator technologies, which 
can be compiled to run as a direct 
executable, in an RTL simulator like 
ModelSim or VCS, in Simulink, or in a 
SystemC simulator. This flexibility sup-
ports most popular system simulators 
and virtual platform tools.

Figure 2 | A High-Level Synthesis (HLS) can eliminate much of the integration 
effort and risk by providing RTL Encapsulation and automatic C model genera-
tion capabilities.
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AXI digital radio HLS system integration
A digital radio designed with the 
Synphony Model Compiler (SMC) 
library and RTL Encapsulation fea-
ture illustrates system integration 
benefits. The design includes an AXI-
compliant host interface for program-
mable parameters using the Synopsys 
DesignWare AXI interconnect core. 
Normally with such a design, days or 
weeks of manual RTL integration and 
debugging would be required to map 
the interfaces to the parameters in the 
multi-clock datapath, but with the RTLE 
interface integration this is done much 
more easily in the Simulink high-level 
model. The design flow steps for this 
example are described next.

High-level design of the digital radio 
multirate algorithm
This is simple and easy using the SMC IP 
model library, which supports multirate, 
fixed-point signal processing. One also 
uses the Simulink environment for simu-
lation and verification of the algorithm.

AXI Interfaces and connection to the 
multirate datapath
The user creates a slave AXI interface 
RTL from the Synopsys DesignWare 
AXI interconnect IP core. In this case 
a simple write-only AXI 32-bit bus was 
used to generate the RTL, which was 
then instantiated into the SMC model 
using the RTL Encapsulation block. 

The AXI interface runs at 20 MHz and 
is easily connected to 82 parameters 
using the high-level rate conversion 
blocks. Also, the 18-bit, 15-bit fractional 
datatypes are easily converted to the 
unsigned 32-bit type of the bus using 
conversion blocks in the SMC library.

Hardware implementation and 
exploration using HLS
The SMC HLS engine can create opti-
mized architectures from this high-level 
model. Even with the interfaces, a wide 
range of power, area, and throughput 
tradeoffs can be explored for this mul-
tirate algorithm. For example, a highly 
parallel architecture with dedicated 
clocks for slower sample rates will create 
architectures using more than 50 per-
cent less power, but requiring more 
area. Lower area architectures are pos-
sible using sequential implementation of 
the datapath, but require higher power. 
This type of multi-clock HW architecture 
exploration is possible using HLS while 
maintaining the same 20 MHz interfaces. 

Automatic RTL test benches for  
HW verification
For each HW architecture generated 
using HLS, a complete testbench will be 
generated to verify the RTL works com-
pared to the high-level Simulink simula-
tion, including the interface behavior. This 
allows integrated interface HW verifica-
tion almost immediately with little effort.

Automatic C model generation for 
system validation
Finally, a C model can be generated 
that can simulate the integrated 
design much faster than RTL simu-
lators. The C model can be used in 
Simulink, SystemC, or other simula-
tors, and includes HW-accurate and 
interface behavior so that it can be 
used to validate architecture band-
width utilization, bus transactions, and 
HW/SW portioning choices. 

As shown in Figure 3, the design and 
verification is relatively easy to capture 
using SMC and Simulink, even with 
the interfaces included. From this inte-
grated, verified high-level model, one 
can still perform full hardware explora-
tion of the datapath area, speed, and 
power tradeoffs using HLS.

Making HLS integration simpler and 
more efficient
HLS has many benefits to FPGA system 
design, but can also bring challenges for 
integration into FPGA SoCs. However, 
there are technologies designers can 
use to address these system integration 
problems. First is to embed RTL into 
HLS models, thus specifying cycle-accu-
rate interfaces and control logic where 
required while maintaining the ben-
efits of HLS for the rest of the design. 
Second is automated C model genera-
tion for both the RTL and HLS parts of 
the design that can be run in standard 
system simulator environments. These 
approaches eliminate manual interface 
integration and debugging, and allow 
system integration and verification 
tasks to be performed earlier in the 
project. Thus, an HLS-to-SoC flow is 
enabled that increases productivity and 
eliminates manual effort, errors, and 
risk.  

Chris Eddington is
Sr. Technical 
Marketing Manager 
for HLS at Synopsys 
and has 20 years of 
experience in ASIC 
and FPGA design. 

Synopsys
fpga@synopsys.com
www.synopsys.com

Figure 3 | An example digital radio high-level design with integrated 
DesignWare AXI interface using Synopsys’ Synphony Model Compiler.
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DSP Board-Level Products: Data acquisition www.dsp-fpga.com/p367846

www.datatranslation.com

Data Translation’s Fulcrum is a series of USB Data Acquisition 
modules with an embedded DSP for high accuracy sound and 
vibration testing and fast control loop applications.

Data Translation‘s Fulcrum DSP Data Acquisition Series offers 
highly accurate, high speed measurement and an unbeatable signal 
to noise ratio. Demanding results call for using a separate proces-
sor that offers accurate data in real time. The Fulcrum series offers 
excellent noise rejection to better than 110dB plus floating point pro-
grammability to accomplish the toughest jobs in noise and vibration, 
biomedical, acoustics, sonar, automotive test, control loops, and 
many more applications.

Data Translation Fulcrum Series

Data Translation, Inc.  |  800-525-8528 or 508-481-3700
Contact: info@datatranslation.com
www.facebook.com/DataTranslationInc

All Fulcrum Series products ship with free software and 
drivers compatible with Windows XP/Vista/7. Additionally, 
Fulcrum products are available in either a sleek box version for 
easy connections or board-level version for OEM-embedded 
applications.

The DT9841 Sleek Box and the low-cost DT9841E are two of the 
models available in the Fulcrum Series of DSP data acquisition 

products. They offer up to eight 24-bit Sigma-Delta A/Ds at 
100kHz/channel, two 24-bit D/As, 24 DIO lines, and 2 C/Ts.

Isolation to ±500V is provided for maximum signal integrity.

Acromag FPGA Hardware: I/O modules 38
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. DSP Board-Level Products: Standard bus cards 23
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. DSP Board-Level Products: Video, image processing 24
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. Development Tools: EDA tools 26
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition 31-36
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Processor boards 39-42
A.R. Bayer DSP Systeme GmbH DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded 25
Connect Tech Inc. FPGA Hardware: Reconfigurable 46
Data Translation, Inc. DSP Board-Level Products: Data acquisition 21
Enclustra  Development Tools: Instrumentation & test 25
Enclustra FPGA Hardware: Processor boards 43
Kontron FPGA Hardware: Processor boards 43
Microsemi Corporation FPGA & CPLD ICs 30
Microtronix FPGA & CPLD ICs: IP & systems cores 28
Pentek, Inc. DSP Board-Level Products: Data acquisition 22
RFEL FPGA & CPLD ICs: IP & systems cores 29
RFEL Services: Design 46
VectorBlox Computing Inc. FPGA & CPLD ICs: IP & systems cores 29
Xilinx, Inc. Development Tools: EDA tools 27, 28
Xilinx, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Evaluation kits/Prototyping boards 37
Xilinx, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Processor boards 44, 45
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 Maximum data rates to 6 GB/sec with Gen. 2 PCIe protocol
 A/D sampling rates from 10 MHz to 3.6 GHz with 16- to 12-bit 
resolution

 D/A sampling rates to 1.25 GHz
 Support for Xilinx Virtex-6 LXT and SXT FPGAs
 Powerful linked-list DMA engines
 PCI Express as the primary control and data transfer interface
 Optional secondary serial gigabit interface
 On-board clocking and synchronization
 Available in commercial form and in several ruggedization levels 
up to and including conduction cooling

 Available in XMC, PCI Express, OpenVPX and CompactPCI formats
 Pentek ReadyFlow® board support package and GateFlow® FPGA 
Design Kit 

FEATURES

DSP Board-Level Products: Data acquisition www.dsp-fpga.com/p365060

Pentek, Inc.  |  201-818-5900 Contact: info@pentek.com

pentek.com/go/dsprgcobalt

Pentek has expanded its popular Cobalt® family of 3U OpenVPX 
Cobalt boards for data acquisition, software radio, and digital signal 
processing. These boards feature Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGAs and offer 
flexible backplane fabric connections that support maximum data 
rates up to 6 GB/sec with Gen. 2 PCI Express and 2.5 GB/sec with 
other protocols. The Cobalt family now includes 11 models, each 
available in 3U Open VPX, XMC, PCI Express, 3U and 6U CompactPCI 
formats.

The 3U OpenVPX form factor is compact and extremely well suited 
for avionics including UAVs, shipboard and airborne radar, beam-
forming, direction-finding, and signal intelligence applications.

All data and control paths are accessible by the FPGA enabling 
factory-installed functions such as data multiplexing, channel 
selection, data packing, gating, triggering, and memory control. 
The Cobalt architecture organizes the FPGA as a container for 
data processing applications where each function exists as an IP 
(intellectual property) module.

Each member of the Cobalt family is delivered with factory-installed 
applications matched to the board's analog interfaces. Depend-
ing on model, these functions may include A/D acquisition and D/A 
waveform playback IP modules. IP modules for memory manage-
ment, a controller for data clocking and synchronization functions, 
a test signal generator, and a PCIe interface complete the factory-
installed functions and enable the Cobalt board to operate as a 
complete turnkey solution without the need to develop any FPGA IP.

Expanded Cobalt Software Radio Board Family

Model 53620: Transceiver with 3-Channel 200 MHz A/D, DUC (digital upconverter) and 2-Channel 800 MHz D/As
Model 53621: Transceiver with 3-Channel 200 MHz A/D, DDCs (digital downconverters), DUC and 2-Channel 800 MHz D/As
Model 53630: 1 GHz A/D and 1 GHz D/A
Model 53640: 1-Channel 3.6 GHz or 2-Channel 1.8 GHz, 12-bit A/D
Model 53650: Transceiver with 2-Channel 500 MHz A/D, DUC and 2-Channel 800 MHz D/A
Model 53651: Transceiver with 2-Channel 500 MHz A/D, DDCs, DUC and 2-Channel 800 MHz D/A
Model 53660: 4-Channel 200 MHz, 16-bit A/D
Model 53661: 4-Channel 200 MHz, 16-bit A/D with 4-Channel DDC and Beamformer
Model 53662: 4-Channel 200 MHz, 16-bit A/D with 32-Channel DDC
Model 53670: 4-Channel 1.25 GHz, 16-bit D/A with 4-Channel DUC 
Model 53690: L-Band RF Tuner from 925 to 2175 MHz, with 2-Channel 200 MHz A/D

22  |  2011-13 Annual Resource Guide  |  DSP-FPGA.com
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 Four synchronized differential front panel clock outputs up to  
3 GHz with typical skew of 5 ps

 Ultra-low clock jitter and phase noise – 275 fs with 1,280 MHz PLL 
and external 10 MHz reference

 Onboard PLL’s manufacturing options provide fixed frequencies 
of 700 MHz to 3 GHz, locked to internal or external reference

 Onboard low frequency oscillator provides fixed frequencies up 
to approximately 800 MHz

 Four synchronized trigger outputs, always synchronized with 
the output clock, with typical skew of 5 ps

 Jumper selectable trigger output levels of 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL, 
or 1.65 V PECL

 Source trigger from front panel SMA, push button, or optional 
P2 serial port

 Cascade boards to provide up to 16 sets of outputs

 Compatible with standard VME64x and VXS 6U backplanes

 Universal clock input supports wide range of signal options,  
including signal generator sine wave

 Differential clock input permits multiple standards including: 
LVDS, 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL, and 1.65 V PECL

 Clock and trigger outputs compatible with all Annapolis Micro 
Systems, Inc. WILDSTAR™ 2 PRO I/O Cards and WILDSTAR™ 4/5 
Mezzanine Cards

FEATURES

DSP Board-Level Products: Standard bus cards www.dsp-fpga.com/p346103

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

The Four Channel Clock Distribution Board distributes a common 
clock and synchronized control signal triggers to multiple cards in 
the system. This 6U VME64x/VXS board provides four high-speed, 
ultra-low jitter, ultra-low skew differential bulkhead mounted clock 
outputs, two ultra-low skew differential vertical SMA onboard clock 
outputs, and four ultra-low skew and clock synchronized single- 
ended bulkhead mounted control signal triggers.

A jumper set at board installation time or via optional P2 serial port 
determines which one of the two installed clock sources is active. 
Manufacturing options for Clock Source 0 are single-ended or 
differential external clock, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz 
with an onboard reference oscillator, or a PLL ranging from 700 MHz 
to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference. Manufacturing options 
for Clock Source 1 are a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz with 
an onboard reference oscillator, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz 
to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference, or an onboard low 
frequency oscillator ranging up to 800 MHz.

The four control trigger outputs can originate from a high-precision 
external source via front panel SMA, from a manual push button 
on the front panel, or from software via an optional Backplane P2 
Connector Serial Port. These trigger outputs are synchronized to the 
distributed clock to provide precise output timing relationships.

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.
 
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Four Channel Clock Synchronization Board

DSP-FPGA.com  |  2011-13 Annual Resource Guide  |  23
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 Up to 10 Gb Full Duplex Ethernet per connector

 Up to 10 Gb Fibre Channel

 OC-192

 Three 10 Gb XFP connectors

 Accepts industry-standard pluggable transceivers

 Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 One or two I/O cards fit on a single WILDSTAR 4/5 processing 
board

 New I/O form factor for improved thermal performance

 First of many WILDSTAR 4/5 Family I/O cards, including superior 
performance A/D, D/A, and additional high-speed communication 
cards

 Save time and effort; reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform 
the competition

FEATURES

DSP Board-Level Products: Video, image processing www.dsp-fpga.com/p347155

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

The Annapolis Tri XFP I/O Card, which works with the WILDSTAR 
4/5/6 Family Architecture, has three 10 Gb individually configured 
XFP connectors, each with its own XAUI to XFI converter. Industry-
standard pluggable fiber optic transceivers can be purchased from 
Annapolis or from other vendors. The Tri XFP provides up to 30 Gb 
full duplex I/O directly between the outside world and the RocketIO 
pins on the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro or Virtex-4 I/O FPGA on the WILDSTAR 
4 main board. No other vendor provides that volume of data straight 
into the heart of the processing elements and then back out again.

Two I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 VME/VXS/VPX 
or PCI-X/PCI Express board, with up to 30 million user reprogram-
mable gates.

The Tri XFP card will support 10 Gb Ethernet, 10 Gb Fibre Channel, 
and OC-192. Although the protocols will be provided as black box 
solutions with few modifications by users allowed, more adven-
turous users who choose to develop their own communications 
protocols from the basics already have access to all the board 
resources through VHDL source for the interfaces to SRAM, signal 
conditioners, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special applica-
tion development support, as well as more conventional customer 
support.

Tri XFP I/O Card
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 Power consumption: max. 3 Watts @ 3.3V 
(alternate VIO for the FPGA: 2.5V (Bank 0 & 2))

 Micro-Controller: STM32F417 in BGA176
 FPGA: Spartan-6 (XC6SLX9) in BGA324, LX45 optional
 External Memory: 128 MBytes DDR3 RAM, 64 Mbit SPI flash
 Up to 130 general purpose I/O pins, supporting different I/O 
standards and protocol, on-board Ethernet PHY

 RTC with backup gold cap
 Physical Dimensions: 67.6 x 30.0 x 5mm (SODIMM 200)
 Matching Socket: TE Connectivity 1473005-4
 STM32 support by KEIL, IAR and other development tools
 Board Support Package (BSP) 
 Break-out Board for quick-start development (160 x 100mm)

FEATURES

DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded www.dsp-fpga.com/p367848

http://dsp-sys.de/2/XS.htm

XynergyXS is a compact, flexible and powerful embedded module 
based on a Spartan-6 FPGA (LX9 or LX45) combined with an STM32 
ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller (168 MHz, 1MB Flash, 192kB RAM). 
A 1GB DDR3 RAM attached to the FPGA is perfect for a variety of 
applications including image processing. The Cortex-M4 provides 
an abundance of interfaces, including CAN (2x), Timers, ADC, UART, 
10/100 Ethernet, SPI, I2C and USB (OTG). The devices are linked via 
the ARM’s FSMC (external memory) port allowing high speed data 
exchange. The SODIMM (DDR2) style edge connector provides 
access to more than 130 I/O lines, including 35 LVDS pairs.

XynergyXS is perfect for industrial applications, such as motor 
control, industrial Ethernet (IP in FPGA), general signal processing, 
crypto and video applications. For rapid development a break-out 
board is available with JTAG ports for both devices, plus standard 
connectors for CAN, UART, Ethernet, SPI, I2C and USB.

XynergyXS – Cortex-M4, Spartan-6, DDR3, CAN, USB, Ethernet

A.R. Bayer DSP Systeme – Germany  |  +49-211-2714630 Contact: gmbh@dsp-sys.de

 Streaming data transfer between FPGA and host
 Over 300 MB/sec data transfer rate
 Memory-mapped access to FPGA AXI bus
 Direct FPGA bitstream download
 Easy firmware flash update capability
 Simple I2C and SPI access
 Supports C/C++/C#/VB.NET/MATLAB/Simulink/LabView user 
applications

 Runs on Windows 7/XP and Linux (planned)
 Uses Cypress EZ-USB FX3 device controller
 Enclustra Mars PM3 evaluation kits available

FEATURES

Development Tools: Instrumentation & test www.dsp-fpga.com/p367850

www.enclustra.com

Enclustra’s FPGA Manager FX3 solution allows for easy and efficient 
data transfer between a host and an FPGA over a USB 3.0 interface. 
Cypress EZ-USB FX3 is used as the device controller.

The solution includes a host software library (DLL), firmware for the 
Cypress USB 3.0 device controller and a suitable IP core for the FPGA. 
The user host application can communicate with the FPGA through 
a simple API consisting of simple read/write data commands hiding 
the complexity of the underlying protocols. Streaming and memory-
mapped accesses are supported.

Additional commands are available for I2C and SPI bus access, FPGA 
bitstream download and SPI flash writing for firmware field update.

Binary/netlist and source code licenses available. Evaluation is 
possible on Enclustra’s FPGA modules and carrier boards or on the  
customer’s own hardware. Design and support services are available 
worldwide.

FPGA Manager for USB 3.0 Interface

Enclustra Contact: info12@enclustra.com 
Product Web Link: www.enclustra.com/fpga-mgr-fx3
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 Dataflow-based – automatically generates intermodule control 
fabric

 Drag-and-drop graphical interface

 Work at high conceptual level – concentrate on solving algorithmic 
problems

 Hardware-in-the-loop debugging

 More than 1,000 modules incorporate years of application 
experience

 Reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 Save time to market

 Save development dollars

 Easily port completed applications to new technology chips 
and boards

 Training and custom application development available

 Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform 
the competition

 Annual node locked or networked license; includes customer  
support and updates

FEATURES

Development Tools: EDA tools www.dsp-fpga.com/p340085

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Develop your application very quickly and easily with our CoreFire™ 
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily and quickly 
build and test their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used 
in the field.

Use CoreFire’s graphical interface to drag and drop library elements 
onto the design window. Modify your input and output types, num-
bers of bits, and other core variables by changing module param-
eters with pull-down menus. The modules automatically provide 
correct timing and clock control. Insert debug modules to report 
actual hardware values for hardware-in-the-loop debugging. Hit the 
Build button to check for errors and as-built core sizes and to build 
an encrypted EDIF file. Use the Xilinx ISE tool to place and route each 
FPGA design. Modify and use the jar file or the C program created 
by the CoreFire Build to load your new file into your WILDSTAR 
and I/O card hardware. Use the CoreFire Debugger to view and 
modify register and memory contents in the FPGA and to step through 
the dataflow of your design running in the real physical hardware.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 proven, reusable, high-performance cores, including FIR and 
CIC filters, a channelizer, and the world’s fastest FFT. We support 
conversion between data types: bit, signed and unsigned integers, 
single precision floating point, integer and floating point complex, 
and arrays. A few of the newly added array cores include array 
composition and decomposition; slice, parallelize, serialize, repack, 
split, merge, reorder, rotate, and concatenate transformations; 
matrix math, sliding windows, and convolutions.

The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire enables our 
customers to make massive improvements in processing speed 
while achieving significant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

CoreFire
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Development Tools: EDA tools www.dsp-fpga.com/p364972

www.xilinx.com

ISE® Design Suite 13

Xilinx, Inc.  |  408-559-7778
Contact: more_info@xilinx.com 
www.twitter.com/xilinxinc  |  www.facebook.com/xilinxinc  |  www.youtube.com/xilinxinc

 Plug-and-Play IP – The new AMBA® 4 AXI-4 interconnect protocol IP enables design teams to easily customize their system topology for either 
performance or area, resulting in optimal system bandwidth for interconnect and memory interfaces. 

 Accelerated Verification – Leveraging Xilinx’s large portfolio of development boards, kits, and Xilinx’s ISE Simulator new hardware Co-Simulation, 
verification engineers can test implemented blocks of the design while leaving blocks under development in the simulator, accelerating overall 
verification by up to 100 times faster than native simulation.

 Design Analysis – PlanAhead accelerates time to production with an integrated front-to-back environment with design analysis at each phase 
of the design cycle – RTL development, IP integration, verification, synthesis, place, and route. The end result is rapid convergence on power 
consumption, resource utilization, and performance with fewer time-consuming design iterations.

 Team Design – The new team design methodology addresses the challenge of multiple engineers working on a single project by providing a 
methodology for groups of developers to work in parallel.

 Enhanced Optimizations – Advanced optimizations, including intelligent clock gating that provides up to 30 percent dynamic power reduction, 
facilitates faster timing closure and timing preservation, increasing overall productivity, and reducing design iterations.

FEATURES

ISE® Design Suite 13 maximizes productivity by leveraging open industry standards to 
accelerate design creation, verification, implementation, and lower system power for design 
teams targeting Xilinx FPGAs and Extensible Processing Platforms. New to the award-winning 
design tool and IP suite are enhancements that improve productivity across SoC design teams, 
including the progression towards true plug-and-play IP targeting Spartan-6, Virtex-6 and 
7 series FPGAs, including the industry-leading 2-million-logic-cell Virtex-7 2000T device.

 VC707 evaluation board with the Vintex-7 XC7VX485T-2FFG1761 
FPGA

 Full-seat ISE Design Suite Logic Edition, device-locked for the 
Virtex-7 XC7VX485T-2FFG1761 FPGA

 Reference and example designs and demonstrations
 Board design files
 Documentation, including a step-by-step Getting Started Guide
 USB cables, Ethernet cable, and universal power supply 
 Base Reference Design (scalable) and Demonstration
 PCI Express x8 Gen2 design
 DDR3 memory interface design
 Gigabit Ethernet design 

FEATURES

Development Tools: EDA Tools www.dsp-fpga.com/p367755

As a base level Targeted Design Platform, this kit provides a 
flexible environment for designs that need to implement a DDR3 
memory interface, 10Gigabit Ethernet, PCI Express®, Analog Mixed 
Signal (AMS) capabilities, and other high-speed serial connectivity. 
Based on the Virtex-7 VX485T-2 FPGA, the kit is the optimal choice 
for advanced systems that need the highest performance and 
highest bandwidth connectivity. It speeds the development of 
designs that can leverage the full breadth of the Virtex-7 product 
families, all of which offer maximum power efficiency – requiring 
50% less power than previous generation FPGAs.
 
Out of the box, this platform speeds time to market for the full-range 
of Virtex-7 FPGA-based applications including advanced systems 
for wide range of markets.

Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA VC707 Evaluation Kit

Xilinx, Inc.  |  408-559-77788
Contact: more_info@xilinx.com 
www.twitter.com/xilinxinc  |  www.facebook.com/xilinxinc  |  www.youtube.com/xilinxinc

www.xilinx.com
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 › PCIe I/O performance: 200MB/s x1 Gen1; up to 3360 MB/s x8 Gen 2
 › Scatter-Gather DMA Engine maximizes efficiency of PCIe bus
 › PCIe x1, x2, x4 and x8 lane Gen1/Gen2 configurations
 › Zero-copy SGDMA to and from Windows/Linux application buffers
 › Low latency I/O completion, ideal for hard real-time Linux
 › Multithreaded and asynchronous back-to-back I/O for maximum 
performance

 › Uses simple Linux read/write(), or Windows Read/WriteFile() 
functions to perform SGDMA

 › Simple memory-mapped bus interface simplifies
 › Small FPGA IP core footprint
 › Altera Cyclone IV GX, Arria II GX and Stratix IV GX FPGA devices
 › Driver support: x86, Intel i7, Atom E600/E6x5C, PowerPC, ARM and 
other processors

FEATURES

FPGA & CPLD ICs: IP & systems cores www.dsp-fpga.com/p363955

www.microtronix.com/ip-cores/Lancero-SGDMA

The Microtronix Lancero Scatter-Gather DMA IP Core offers design 
engineers a complete hardware IP Core and software driver solution 
for PCIe interfaces. The simple, easy to use PCIe Bridge IP core 
provides developers with the ability to integrate their custom FPGA 
I/O logic with PCI Express and their Windows or Linux user applica-
tions without requiring detailed working knowledge of PCIe.

The Lancero SGDMA Engine connects seamlessly to Altera PCIe 
Hard IP cores, providing a high-speed bidirectional path over PCIe to 
your host processor system. The PCIe Bridge IP Core solution is fully 
supported with Linux and Windows drivers and includes reference 
designs to provide a complete off-the-shelf solution saving you man-
months of engineering development.

Target applications include: medical imaging; vision systems; high 
speed data acquisition and logging; NAS solid state and memory 
storage systems; video capture & graphics frame buffer overlays.

Scatter-Gather DMA IP Core for High Bandwidth PCIe Systems

Microtronix  |  London  ON  Canada  N6L 1E3  
www.microtronix.com

For more information:  
Email: sales@microtronix.com  •  Tel: 01-519-690-0091 x264

Vivado Design Edition – Simplifies design integration and 
implementation

 › Front-to-back support for logic and embedded system design
 › IP-centric design flow, providing up to a 4X run-time improvement
 › Support for Xilinx 7 series FPGAs and Zynq™ Extensible Processing 
Platform (EPP)

Vivado System Edition – Accelerates design implementation directly 
from MATLAB™, Simulink™, C, C++ and System C specifications into 
the FPGA

 › Superset of Design Edition tools with the same front-to-back support 
for logic and embedded system design

 › Vivado High-Level Synthesis, with support for C/C++/SystemC 
algorithms

 › System Generator for DSP, the leading high-level tool for designing 
FPGA-based high-performance DSP systems

FEATURES

Development Tools: EDA tools www.dsp-fpga.com/p367942

Vivado Design Suite provides a highly integrated design environ-
ment with a completely new generation of system-to-IC level tools, 
all built on the backbone of a shared scalable data model and a 
common debug environment. It is also an open environment 
based on industry standards such as AMBA® AXI4 interconnect, 
IP-XACT IP packaging metadata, the Tool Command Language (Tcl), 
Synopsys® Design Constraints (SDC) and others that facilitates cus-
tomized design flows.

Vivado was architected to enable the combination of all types of 
programmable technologies and scale up to 100M ASIC equivalent 
gate designs.

Xilinx Vivado Design Suite

Xilinx, Inc.  |  408-559-7778 Contact: more_info@xilinx.com 
www.twitter.com/xilinxinc  |  www.facebook.com/xilinxinc  |  www.youtube.com/xilinxinc

www.xilinx.com
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 Continuous real time processing of complex data over 52GS/s
 Lengths to 128K-points
 Complex processing parallelism adjustable between 4 and 256
 Prime factor lengths available
 Precision and scaling adjustable at factory
 Fully bit-true Matlab models supplied
 Memory resource tradeoffs (logic vs Block RAM)
 Multiplier resource tradeoffs (logic vs DSP48) 
 Real-input processing available as option
 Input and output data order options
 Runtime programmable FFT and IFFT function
 Optional windowing available, including Polyphase / WOLA
 Overlapping available as option 

FEATURES

FPGA & CPLD ICs: IP & systems cores www.dsp-fpga.com/p367842

www.rfel.com

RFEL delivers high-performance signal processing solutions for FPGAs, 
ranging from FPGA IP Cores, Consultancy and SoC Design Services to 
full Product Development targeting the homeland security, defense, 
communications and instrumentation markets.

FPGA IP Cores available include a comprehensive range of FFT/iFFTs, 
Multichannel Downconverters, Fractional Resamplers, Demodulators, 
FIR filters, Correlators, Channelizers and many more:

 is available 
to replace the obsolete chip with a flexible FPGA design.

 is a unique and powerfull breakthrough in 
channelizer design; it can be configured to support many 
thousands of channels that can have individual bandwidths and 
have individually tunable centre frequencies and sample rates.

A derated feature list of our flagship HyperspeedPlus FFT Core is shown 
on the right.

Contact: sales@rfel.com

 Performance: Adding supercomputer-class vector processing 
instructions to Nios allows your software programmers to write 
simple C programs that run at hardware speeds, with no VHDL/
Verilog code or experience. Loop overheads and external memory 
latency are virtually eliminated by dedicated loop counters and DMA.

 Productivity: Our C/C++ compiler and library system makes it very 
easy to use vectors in your software. It provides nearly instan-
taneous compile and download speeds into a real FPGA board. Get 
quicker design closure using in-system software execution. Since 
no changes to the FPGA bitstream are required, you avoid tricky 
VHDL/Verilog and lengthy place-and-route iterations. Our optional 
simulator allows immediate algorithm development, debugging and 
regression testing on your PC before the hardware is ready.

 Flexibility: Scale our vector core from smaller-than-Nios to 
fill-up-the-chip. Decouple your hardware place-and-route team 
from algorithm development for faster bitstream design closure.

FEATURES

FPGA & CPLD ICs: IP & systems cores www.dsp-fpga.com/p367847

vector
blox

Nios II

Avalon
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DDR/2/3
SDRAM Fabric

www.vectorblox.com

 

 

 

Contact: info@vectorblox.com 
www.linkedin.com/company/vectorblox
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for High Availability Systems 

Power Matters.

Mixed-Signal
Power Manager

I2C

Supports up to 64 channels 
Mix Analog and Digital POL
PMBus Support for Digital POL 
Margining and Trimming for Analog POL 

Backplane

MPU Switch, Router, etc

MPM

APOL DPOL DPOL DPOL

Microsemi’s comprehensive MPM 4.0 power management solution 
includes a graphical user interface that simplifies the visualization of the 
power sequencing and margining that occurs in complex high availability 
systems. In addition, trimming, event logging and alarm generation are 
supported. MPM 4.0 also includes a reference design containing all 
sources files and firmware, allowing customers to customize products 
and support a mix of power rails.

An evaluation kit to accelerate initial design testing and experimentation 
is also offered. The kit includes Microsemi’s SEU-immune SmartFusion® 
cSoC, which is offered in standard or military temperatures in a variety 
of packages. SmartFusion devices include an integrated FPGA, an ARM 
Cortex-M3 processor and programmable analog in a single device. 
Additional features include:

 Supports up to 64 channels
 Both analog and digital POL supported
 PMBus support for digital POL
 Margining and trimming for analog POL

FEATURES

FPGA & CPLD ICs www.dsp-fpga.com/p367849

www.microsemi.com/soc

Microsemi now offers a suite of system and power management design 
tools for high availability wired and wireless communications infra-
structure equipment, which includes the Mixed Signal Power Manager 
(MPM) 4.0 reference design with support for mixed analog and digital 
point-of-loads (POLs), PMBus™-based communication, and managing 
up to 64 power rails. The company also offers an evaluation kit that can 
be used with the company’s SmartFusion® customizable system-on-chip 
(cSoC) solution to enable quick product-functionality assessments.

Microsemi’s comprehensive MPM 4.0 power management solution sig-
nificantly reduces the cost and complexity of board-level power manage-
ment by integrating power converter functions including sequencing, 
trimming, margining, monitoring, control and event logging. The solution 
includes a graphical user interface for defining the power sequence and 
a reference design containing all sources files and firmware, which can 
be customized to your exact mix of power rails. You have the option to 
purchase the evaluation kit to accelerate initial design testing.

System Management for High Availability Systems

Microsemi Corporation  |  800-713-4113 Contact: info@company.com

 Spartan-6 LX45T FPGA
 PCIe x1 form factor
 128MB DDR3 Memory
 Low Pin Count FMC connector
 2x 10/100/1000 Ethernet ports
 1x RS-232 port
 Flash for embedded code storage
 JTAG debugging
 Industrial temperature
 Lifetime warranty and free technical support

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: FPGA Mezzanine Cards (FMCs) www.dsp-fpga.com/p367822

www.connecttech.com

Connect Tech’s FreeForm/Express S6 is a reconfigurable computing 
platform that is based on the Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA featuring inte-
grated PCI Express® blocks, advanced memory support, and 3.125 Gbps 
low-power transceivers. The FreeForm/Express S6 FPGA development 
board includes an industry-standard FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) 
connector, which provides a flexible I/O interface for future scaling and 
customization. The PCIe bus bandwidth ensures high speed communi-
cation between the host system and the application’s interfaces.

A wide range of available FMC modules adds interfaces such as ADC 
and digital video, which makes FreeForm/Express S6 a highly versa-
tile platform for system development. Ideally suited for applications 
requiring both prototyping and field deployment including real-time 
data acquisition, high performance video processing, and software 
defined radio. FreeForm/Express S6 is optimized for embedded proces-
sor designs, supporting development with Xilinx’s MicroBlaze.

FreeForm/Express S6 Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA

Connect Tech Inc.  |  519-836-1291    800-426-8979 Twitter: twitter.com/connecttechinc
Facebook: facebook.com/connecttechinc
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 One e2v AT84AS004 (2.0 GHz, 10-bit) A/D

 Four SMA front panel connectors: one 50-ohm analog input, one 
single-ended 50-ohm clock input, or differential 1.65 V LVPECL 
clock input

 One high-precision trigger input with Fs precision; high-precision 
trigger input – 1.65 V LVPECL, 2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 Analog input bandwidth is 100 KHz-3.0 GHz

 I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/ 
IBM Blade main boards

 JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces

 Proactive thermal management system

 Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition www.dsp-fpga.com/p364718

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Single Channel 2.0 GSps A/D I/O Card provides one 
2.0 GHz A/D input with a resolution of 10 bits. The board has one 
e2v AT84AS004 that is fed by an onboard analog input circuit, which 
converts the single-ended 50-ohm SMA input into differential 
signals for the ADC. There is a universal single-ended 50-ohm 
SMA clock input and a high-precision trigger input allowing 
multiple A/D I/O cards to be synchronized together. Synchronization 
of A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the Annapolis 4 or 8 Channel 
Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main boards, 
this mezzanine supplies user-configurable real-time continuous 
sustained processing of the full data stream. Up to two A/D and up to 
two serial I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 
5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board or up to oneA/D and up to one 
serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCIe main board. 

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation 
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, 
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications 
succeed.

2.0 GSps 10-bit A/D
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 One or two 12-bit Analog to Digital Converters: Max 19693 for  
4.0 GSps, Max 19692 for 2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps

 Five SMA front panel connectors: two single-ended DAC outputs, 
one high-precision trigger input with Fs precision

 One universal single- or double-ended 50-ohm clock input

 High-precision trigger input manufacturing options – 1.65 V LVPECL, 
2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/ 
IBM Blade main boards

 JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces

 Proactive thermal management system

 Industrial temperature range

 Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, 
and customer support

 Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition www.dsp-fpga.com/p347243

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Micro Systems Dual Channel 4.0 GSps D/A I/O Card 
provides one or two 12-bit digital output streams at up to 4.0 GSps. 
The board has one or two Max 19693 for 4.0 GSps, Max 19692 for  
2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps.

The Dual Channel DAC board has five SMA front connectors: two 
single-ended DAC outputs, a high-precision trigger input with 
Fs precision, and a universal single- or double-ended 50-ohm clock 
input. It has excellent gain flatness in the first 3 Nyquist Zones, 
ultra-low skew and jitter saw-based clock distributions, and main 
board PCLK sourcing capability.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main 
boards, this mezzanine supplies user-configurable real-time 
A to D conversion and digital output. Up to two A/D or D/A and 
up to two serial I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or 
WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board, or up to one A/D 
or D/A and up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCIe main 
board.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation 
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, 
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special applica-
tion development support, as well as more conventional customer 
support.

Dual 4.0 GSps DAC
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 One or two CFP interfaces, each supporting full duplex: 

 – 100Gbit and 40Gbit Ethernet (802.3ba)

 – 100Gbit (OTU4) and 40Gbit (SDH/OTU3) for 
Telecommunications

 – Three 40Gbit Ethernet streams

 One or two Altera Stratix IV GT EP4S100G5 FPGAs

 Up to 37 GBytes of DDR3 DRAM arranged in up to eight 72-bit ports

 Integrated as 2nd slot of WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade main 
processor board

 Up to 68 Full Duplex Serial I/O lanes from CFP 2nd slot board to 
Wildstar 5 IBM Blade main board

 Supports enough memory bandwidth for buffering the incoming 
data

 Includes 100Gbit and 40Gbit Ethernet MACs for Altera Stratix IV

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition www.dsp-fpga.com/p363755

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is releasing the first COTS board 
in the world capable of capturing and processing multiple 100Gbit 
signals in real time! The Annapolis Dual 40/100G CFP IBM Blade 
2nd-Slot Card enables the capture and real-time processing of 
massive amounts of data for Network Security and Signal Intelligence 
applications. Annapolis has integrated two CFP interfaces into their 
Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card, allowing the capture, buffering 
and processing or transmission of two 100Gbit Ethernet streams 
per card or four 40Gbit Ethernet streams per card. The Dual CFP 
IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card features one or two CFP transceiver cage 
interfaces, which can support either 100Gbit or 40Gbit Ethernet, 
100Gbit OTU4 or 40Gbit SDH/OTU3. 

Integral to any massively bandwidth intensive application is the 
ability to process that data. The Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot 
Card is designed to interface to the 8 processors available on the 
WILDSTAR 5 IBM Blade main board. Using Altera Stratix IV FPGA 
processors, up to 37 GBytes of DDR3 DRAM and a 160x160 6.5Gbit 
crossbar, the Dual CFP card is able to buffer and distribute the data 
from the CFP interfaces to the processors on a WILDSTAR 5 IBM 
Blade main board at full bandwidth.

Annapolis will supply the Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card with 
Ethernet MACs for 40Gbit and 100Gbit Ethernet, and full standardized 
board support for VHDL models, drivers and APIs. 

Dual 40/100G CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card
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 Four TI A/D converters of one of the speed and bit size types: 
ADS5444 250 MSps 13 bits, ADS5474 400 MSps 14 bits, ADS5463  
500 MSps 12 bits

 Analog input bandwidths of up to: 500 MHz for the 250 MSps 
A/D board, 1,400 MHz for the 400 MSps A/D board, 2,000 MHz for 
the 500 MSps A/D

 Six SMA front panel connectors: four 50-ohm analog inputs, one 
single-ended 50-ohm clock input, one trigger input

 Onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution circuit to allow 
synchronization of all four channels on a single I/O card

 I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/ 
IBM Blade main boards

 JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 Proactive thermal management system; available in both  
commercial and industrial temperature ranges

 Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development and technology refresh

 VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces

 Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; reduce risk with COTS

 We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for 
our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ 
applications succeed

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition www.dsp-fpga.com/p364717

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Quad Channel 250/400/500 MSps A/D I/O Card pro-
vides 4 A/D inputs with converter speeds of up to 250, 400, or 500 MHz  
and resolutions of 13, 14, or 12 bits, respectively. The board has four 
A/D converters from TI (ADS5444, ADS5474, or ADS5463) fed by 
onboard analog input circuits that convert the single-ended, 50-ohm 
SMA input into differential signals for the ADC.

There is an onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution 
circuit to allow all four channels on a single A/D I/O board to be 
synchronized together. There is also an external clock input and 
a trigger input allowing multiple A/D I/O cards to be synchronized 
together. Synchronization of A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the 
Annapolis 4 or 8 Channel Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main 
boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-configurable real-time 
continuous sustained processing of the full data stream. Up to two 
A/D I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 
VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board or reside on one A/D I/O card on 
each PCI-X or PCIe main board. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation 
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, 
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Quad 250/400/500 MSps A/D
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 Two Virtex-5 FPGA processing elements plus up to six pluggable 
modules with power, memory and Virtex-5 FPGA, Virtex-6 FPGA or 
Tilera 64Pro Multicore Processors

 Up to 10.7 GB DDR2 DRAM per WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade Board

 144 x 144 crossbar; 3.2 Gb per line; two external PPC 440s – 
1 per each I/O FPGA

 Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 Blade management controller; USB, RS-485, Ethernet, KVM, 16 RIO, 
switch to 1 GbE over backplane

 Save time and effort; reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional support

 Famous for the high quality of our products and our unparalleled 
dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications succeed

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition www.dsp-fpga.com/p364715

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Perfect Blend of Processors and FPGAs. Eleventh Annapolis 
Generation.

Direct Seamless Connections – No data reduction between: external 
sensors and FPGAs, FPGAs and processors over InfiniBand or 
10 Gb Ethernet backplane, FPGAs and standard output modules.

Ultimate Modularity – From zero to six Virtex-5 FPGA, Virtex-6 
FPGA or Tilera 64Pro Multicore Processor modules and two Virtex-5 
I/O FPGAs. Accepts one or two standard Annapolis WILDSTAR 
4/5 I/O mezzanines: Quad 130 MSps through Quad 500 MSps A/D, 
1.5 GSps through 2.2 GSps A/D, Quad 600 MSps DAC, InfiniBand, 
10 Gb Ethernet, SFPDP.

Fully Integrated into the IBM Blade Management System – 
Abundant power and cooling for maximum performance.
 
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined 
Radio, encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, 
and other processing-intensive applications. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL 
simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores. Our extensive IP and board support 
libraries contain more than 1,000 cores, including floating point and 
the world’s fastest FFT. A graphical user interface for design entry 
supports hardware-in-the-loop debugging and provides proven, 
reusable, high-performance IP modules.

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade, with its associated I/O cards, provides 
extremely high overall throughput and processing performance. 
The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our 
customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving significant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Achieve world-class performance; WILDSTAR solutions outperform 
the competition.

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade
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 Up to three Virtex-6 FPGA processing elements – XC6LX240T, 
XC6LX365T, XC6LX550T, XC6SX315, or XC6SX475

 Up to 7 GB DDR2 or DDR3 DRAM or up to 448 MB DDRII+ or QDRII 
SRAM in up to 14 banks

 OpenVPX backplane

 80 x 80 crossbar connecting FPGAs and VPX backplane

 1 GHz 460EX PowerPC onboard host

 4X PCIe controller

 Programmable Flash to store FPGA images and for PCI controller

 Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, etc.

 Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and  
software

 Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions outperform 
the competition

 Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; training available 

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition www.dsp-fpga.com/p363582

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Our 14th-generation WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX uses Xilinx’s 
newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art performance. It accepts 
one or two I/O mezzanine cards in one VPX slot or up to 4 in a double 
wide VPX slot, including Single 1.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 
12-bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16-bit ADC, 
Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12-bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16-bit DAC, Universal 
3Gbit Serial I/O (RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP 
(OS 192, 10G Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a 
number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, 
IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our board products with a 
standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX, with its 
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput 
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving significant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX
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 KC705 base board with the Kintex-7 XC7K325T-FF900-2 FPGA 
 4DSP FMC150 high-speed ADC/DAC FMC module 
 USB, Ethernet, and MMCX RF coax cables; universal power supply 
 Downloadable schematics, BOM, and design files 
 Documentation, including Getting Started Guide 

Software and IP 

 Full-seat ISE® Design Suite Logic Edition, device-locked for the 
XC7K325T-FF900-2 FPGA 

 CoreGen IP 
 MathWorks® evaluation software (MATLAB and Simulink) 
 Targeted reference designs and tutorials 
 Getting Started Reference Design
 High-performance DSP reference design 

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Evaluation kits/Prototyping boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p367852

Each Xilinx DSP design platform provides out-of-the-box develop- 
ment solutions that streamline DSP development processes and 
improve productivity. The Kintex™-7 FPGA DSP Kit includes devel-
opment boards, I/O daughter cards, design tools, and reference 
designs, and gives designers the industry’s largest portfolio of DSP, 
video, and floating-point IP blocks. 

The Kintex-7 FPGA DSP Kit includes an integrated high-speed 
analog FPGA mezzanine card (FMC) to interface to real-world 
signals. Featuring dual-channel 800 MSPS 16-bit digital-to-analog 
converters (DACs) and dual-channel 250 MSPS 14-bit analog-to-
digital converters (ADCs), the high-speed analog module delivers 
exceptional throughput when combined with the parallel processing 
bandwidth of Kintex-7 KX325T FPGA through the DSP48E1 slice.

Avnet Kintex-7 FPGA DSP Kit with High-Speed Analog

Xilinx, Inc.  |  408-559-7778
Contact: more_info@xilinx.com 
www.twitter.com/xilinxinc  |  www.facebook.com/xilinxinc  |  www.youtube.com/xilinxinc

www.xilinx.com

 C705 base board with the Kintex-7 XC7K325T-FF900-2 FPGA 
 Full-seat ISE® Design Suite Logic Edition, device-locked for the 
XC7K325T-FF900-2 FPGA 

 Reference and example designs and demonstrations 
 Board design files documentation, including a step-by-step 
Getting Started Guide 

 USB cables, Ethernet cable, and universal power supply 
 AMS evaluation card 
 Numerous designs, demonstrations, and documentation are 
delivered on a USB flash drive; others are available online

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Evaluation kits/Prototyping boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p367851

The Kintex-7 FPGA KC705 Evaluation Kit provides a flexible frame- 
work for designing higher-level systems that require DDR3, Gigabit 
Ethernet, PCI Express, and other serial connectivity. Integrated 
industry-standard FMC connectors – which support many existing 
cards – simplify scaling and customization and speed start up. The 
AMS header lets designers explore the AMS technology and see 
how the feature can trim BOM cost. Other communications features 
– high-speed GTX transceivers, SFP+, and SMA connectors – further 
extend the list of advanced capabilities that can be evaluated and 
leveraged from this platform. 

Designers can boost productivity and greatly accelerate access to 
the advanced functionality of Xilinx 7 series FPGAs with pre-verified 
reference designs.

Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA KC705 Evaluation Kit 

Xilinx, Inc.  |  408-559-7778
Contact: more_info@xilinx.com 
www.twitter.com/xilinxinc  |  www.facebook.com/xilinxinc  |  www.youtube.com/xilinxinc

www.xilinx.com
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 Virtex-5 or Spartan-6 configurable FPGA with up to 150k logic cells
 PCI Express 4-lane bus interface
 Supports both front and rear I/O (64 I/O or 32 LVDS via rear J4/P4)
 Plug-in I/O interface cards for front mezzanine  
(14-bit A/D; differential, TTL, LVDS digital I/O)

 Two banks 1M x 32-bit dual-port SRAM
 Two banks 32M x 16-bit DDR2 SDRAM
 Dual DMA channel data transfers
 FPGA code loads from the PCIe bus or from on-board flash memory
 Air-cooled (0 to 70°C) and conduction-cooled (-40 to 85°C) models

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: I/O modules www.dsp-fpga.com/p365053

www.acromag.com

Acromag’s new 3U VPX FPGA boards provide powerful and cost- 
effective solutions for high-speed processing of complex algorithms in 
embedded computing applications. The VPX-VLX model offers a choice 
of logic-optimized Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGAs while the VPX-SLX version 
employs a Spartan-6 FPGA with 150k logic cells. Virtex-5 FPGA cards 
deliver maximum computing performance. Spartan-6 FPGA cards are 
designed for cost-sensitive mid-level applications. Both cards feature a 
high-throughput PCI Express interface, generous dual-ported memory 
for efficient data handling, and 64 I/O lines direct to the FPGA. Ideal for 
defense, aerospace, or scientific research; typical applications involve 
signal intelligence, image processing, and hardware simulation.

A double fat pipe 4-lane PCIe interface ensures very fast data through-
put. Dual-port SRAM enables high-speed DMA transfers to/from the 
CPU while simultaneously writing data to memory. Large DDR2 SDRAM 
buffers give the FPGA fast access to I/O port data. 

VPX cards with configurable Spartan-6 or Virtex-5 FPGA

Acromag  |  248-295-0310
Contact: solutions@acromag.com  
Find us:

 PMC or XMC format with Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA
 Up to 155,000 logic gates, 640 DSP48E slices, or hard-core PowerPC
 High-throughput PCIe (XMC) or PCI-X bus (PMC) interface
 64 I/O or 32 LVDS lines direct to FPGA via rear (J4)
 Extension I/O modules available for front mezzanine to provide  
additional analog or digital I/O processing

 Two banks of up to 1M x 32-bit dual-ported SRAM
 Two banks of 32M x 16-bit DDR2 SDRAM
 Supports dual DMA channel data transfer to CPU/bus
 Up to -40 to +85 °C or conduction-cooled operation 

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: I/O modules www.dsp-fpga.com/p363381

www.acromag.com/fpga

Acromag’s PMC and XMC configurable FPGA modules are available 
with a choice of Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGAs optimized for logic, DSP, or co- 
processor applications. The boards are enhanced with multiple high-
speed memory buffers and a high-throughput PCIe or PCI-X interface. 
Generous DDR2 SDRAM buffers store captured data prior to FPGA pro- 
cessing. Afterward, data is moved to dual-port SRAM for high-speed 
DMA transfer to the bus or CPU. Field I/O interfaces to the FPGA via the 
rear J4/P4 connector and/or with optional front mezzanine extension 
I/O modules. Also, take advantage of the conduction-cooled design or 
select an extended temperature version. The result is a powerful and 
flexible I/O processor module that is capable of executing your custom 
instruction sets and algorithms. Typical uses include hardware simu-
lation, communications, military servers, in-circuit diagnostics, signal 
intelligence, and image processing. Acromag’s Engineering Design Kit 
provides software utilities and example VHDL code to simplify your 
program development and get you running quickly.

XMC/PMC Virtex-5 FPGA Modules

Acromag  |  248-295-0310
Contact: solutions@acromag.com  
Find us:
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 Three individually configurable 4X connectors – four lanes per 
connector

 Up to four 2.5 Gb full duplex Serial FPDP ports per connector

 Up to 25 Gb full duplex RocketIO per connector

 Up to 10 Gb full duplex InfiniBand per connector

 Up to 10 Gb full duplex Ethernet per connector

 Optional onboard oscillators for other line rates like Fibre Channel

 I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/IBM Blade Chassis/
PCI-X/PCI Express main board

 JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 Proactive thermal management system; available in both 
commercial and industrial temperature grades

 Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p364716

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems Inc.’s FPGA-based WILDSTAR family 
provides 24 SFPDP channels per VME slot.

The Annapolis SFPDP cards (UNI3 or UNI6) come with an easy to 
use Serial FPDP interface supporting up to 12 lanes of 2.5 Gb full 
duplex data. Three frame types are supported: Normal Data Fiber 
Frame, Sync Without Data Fiber Frame, and Sync with Data Fiber 
Frame in Point-to-Point Mode.

The card has three individually configurable, industry-standard 
4X connectors, providing four lanes per connector, with dedicated 
signal conditioners to ensure clean communication. It supports 
up to 7.5 GB full duplex per I/O card and a wide variety of readily 
available copper and fiber cables.

Up to two serial I/O cards and two LVDS I/O cards can reside on 
each WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 VME/VXS/VPX main board, with half that 
number for the PCI-X or PCIe. The SFPDP card (UNI6) supports 
RocketIO protocol at up to 75 Gb full duplex per I/O card, three 
ports of 10 G full duplex InfiniBand per I/O card, or 10 G full duplex 
Ethernet per I/O card.

No other FPGA board vendor can match the volume of data we can 
send straight into the heart of the processing elements and then 
straight back out again.

An FPGA-based high-performance processing engine thrives on 
data streaming in and out at high rates of speed. The FPGAs should 
be part of a balanced and unified system architecture, providing 
maximum performance, with memory, processing power, and I/O 
speeds designed and integrated for performance, scalability, and 
growth. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.’s WILDSTAR 4 (Xilinx Virtex-4 based) 
and WILDSTAR 5 (Xilinx Virtex-5 based) families of FPGA-based 
processing boards also support an extensive set of extremely 
high-quality A/D and D/A boards. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications 
succeed.

SFPDP UNI6 I/O
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 One Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O Processing Elements – LX240T, LX365T, 
LX550T, SX315T or SX475T

 On board Host Freescale P1020 or P2020 PowerPC

 Up to 2.5 GBytes DDR2 DRAM in 5 memory banks or 

 Up to 80 MB DDRII or QDRII DRAM in 5 memory banks

 Programmable FLASH to store FPGA image

 4X PCI Express Bus Gen 2 between PPC and FPGA

 Supports VITA 57 FMC I/O Cards

 Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 Proactive Thermal Management System – current, voltage, and 
temperature monitoring sensors via Host API

 Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and  
customer support. Training available.

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p363774

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing-
intensive applications. Our fourteenth generation WILDSTAR 6  
for AMC uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one FMC I/O Card. Our boards work on a 
number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, 
IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our board products with a 
standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development pro-
cess, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and also provides proven, reus-
able, high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for AMC, with its 
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput 
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving significant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers' applications 
succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with our COTS boards and 
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions 
outperform the competition.

WILDSTAR 6  for AMCs
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 Up to three Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O processing elements – LX240T, 
LX365T, LX550T, SX315T, or SX475T

 Up to 8 GBytes DDR2 DRAM or DDR3 DRAM in 14 memory banks per 
WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express board or 

 Up to 480 MBytes DDRII+/QDRII DRAM in 15 memory banks

 Programmable FLASH for each FPGA to store FPGA images

 8X PCI Express Bus Gen 1 or Gen 2

 Supports PCI Express standard external power connector

 High-speed DMA Multi-Channel PCI controller

 Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 Proactive Thermal Management System – Board Level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support. Training available.

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p363773

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing-
iintensive applications. Our fifteenth generation WILDSTAR 6 for 
PCI Express uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one or two I/O mezzanine cards, including 
Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 
8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12 Bit DAC, 
Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O (Rocket I/O,  
10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OS 192, 10G Fiber Channel, 
10 Gb Ethernet).  Our boards work on a number of operating sys-
tems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. 
We support our board products with a standardized set of drivers, 
APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and also provides proven, 
reusable, high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express, 
with its associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall 
throughput and processing performance. The combination of our 
COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive 
improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers' applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and  
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions 
outperform the competition.

WILDSTAR 6 PCIe
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 One Virtex-6 FPGA processing element – XC6LX240T, XC6LX365T, 
XC6LX550T, XC6SX315, or XC6SX475

 Up to 3GB DDR2 or DDR3 DRAM or up to 192MB DDRII+ or QDRII 
SRAM in up to 6 Banks

 Plugs into any of 6 pluggable processing module slots on WILDSTAR 5 
for IBM BladeCenter

 Up to 16 RocketIO lanes to crossbar

 4 lanes connect to PCIe switch on WILDSTAR 5 Blade Board

 LVDS systolic ring connecting all I/O FPGAs and computing FPGAs

 RocketIO systolic ring connecting pluggable positions 0-2 and 3-5

 Programmable Flash to store FPGA images on WILDSTAR 5 Blade 
Board, which acts as host

 Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, etc.

 Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and  
software

 Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

 Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; training available

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p363581

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  480-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Our 14th-generation Pluggable Virtex-6 Module for WILDSTAR 5 for 
IBM BladeCenter uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-
the-art performance. This module plugs into the WILDSTAR 5 for 
IBM BladeCenter. Other potential modules available today include 
Virtex-5 and Tilera. We support our board products with a standard-
ized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development pro-
cess, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. The Virtex-6 Pluggable Module 
provides extremely high overall throughput and processing perfor-
mance. The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows 
our customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving significant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

WILDSTAR 6 – Pluggable Virtex-6 Module for IBM Blade
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 Xilinx ZYNQ Z-7000 Embedded Processing Platform
 Dual Core ARM Cortex-A9 CPU at up to 800 MHz
 Artix-7 FPGA fabric with up to 85k logic cells
 Up to 1 GB of DDR3 SDRAM
 16 MB QSPI & 512 MB NAND Flash
 Gigabit Ethernet & USB 2.0 OTG interface
 108 user I/O pins with up to 17 ADC channels
 Dual SD Card, CAN, UART, SPI, I2C peripherals
 Single 3.3 V power supply voltage
 Commercial or industrial temperature range
 Designed for Linux, FreeRTOS and Android

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p367844

www.enclustra.com

The Mars ZX3 embedded processing module combines Xilinx’s 
Zynq-7000 Embedded Processing Platform (EPP) device with fast 
DDR3 SDRAM, NAND flash, quad SPI flash, a Gigabit Ethernet and a 
USB 2.0 OTG interface, forming a complete and powerful embedded 
processing system.

The SODIMM form factor (67.6 mm x 30 mm) allows for space- 
saving hardware designs as well as quick and simple integration of 
the module into the target application.

The Mars ZX3 Embedded Processing Module reduces development 
effort and improves time-to-market for Xilinx Zynq-based embedded 
systems. The module is attractively priced for low and high volume 
quantities.

Software support for Linux is available now. Support for Android 
and FreeRTOS is planned for Q3 2012. Hardware, HDL and firmware 
design services are available worldwide.

Xilinx Zynq-7000 EPP based FPGA+ARM Module

Enclustra Contact: info12@enclustra.com 
Product Web Link: www.enclustra.com/marszx3

 Scalable solutions offering power efficiency and performance 
including the latest Intel Atom processor and FPGA technology

 Support for onboard system memory

 Drop in replacements within the Kontron SBC product family

 PCIe/104 standard compliance

 Request a sample today and start evaluating immediately

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p363789

www.kontron.com

The demands placed on appliances used in the field range from 
extreme temperature exposure to constant vibration to I/O flexibility 
and much more. This is achievable with the Kontron MICROSPACE® 
MSMST. Based on the Intel® Atom™ E6x5C series processor paired 
with the Altera Aria II FPGA, system designers get not only the I/O 
flexibility supported by the FPGA but also a long-life platform that 
can withstand the harsh elements they must function in reliably.

PC/104 SBCs including Intel® Atom™ and Core™ Duo processor with- 
in the MICROSPACE® family that are designed to be reliable and 
survive under conditions. Kontron uses industrial grade components 
for by-design solutions that can withstand the harsh conditions. 
Additionally, 100 percent extended temperature tested solutions 
are available to ensure the solution meets the application-specific 
temperature requirements.

Kontron MICROSPACE® MSMST

Kontron  |  888-294-4558
Contact: info@us.kontron.com 
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 Virtex-7 T devices deliver unprecedented levels of capacity 
and performance enabling ASIC prototyping, emulation and 
replacement

 Virtex-7 XT devices offer the highest processing bandwidth 
with high performance transceivers, DSP and BRAM

 Virtex-7 HT devices with integrated 28Gbps serial transceivers 
offer an unprecedented 2.8Tb/s of serial bandwidth

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p365870

Virtex™-7 FPGAs are optimized for advanced systems requiring the 
highest performance and highest bandwidth connectivity. Leveraging 
28nm unified architecture, Virtex-7 FPGAs deliver 2x higher system 
performance and 50% lower power consumption than previous 
generation FPGAs. The Virtex-7 FPGA family delivers up to 2 million 
logic cells, 67Mbits of internal memory, 5.3 Tera-MACS DSP through-
put, 2.8 Tbps serial bandwidth and fully integrated Agile Mixed Signal 
(AMS) capability. Virtex-7 FPGAs are ideally suited for highest per-
formance wireless, wired, and broadcast infrastructure equipment, 
aerospace and defense systems, high-performance computing, as 
well as ASIC prototyping and emulation.

Utilizing innovative 2.5D Stacked Silicon Interconnect (SSI) tech-
nology, the Virtex-7 2000T FPGA integrates 2 million logic cells, 
6.8 billion transistors and 12.5Gb/s serial transceivers on a single 
device making it the world’s highest capacity FPGA. 

Virtex-7 FPGAs 

Xilinx, Inc.  |  408-559-7778
Contact: more_info@xilinx.com 
www.twitter.com/xilinxinc  |  www.facebook.com/xilinxinc  |  www.youtube.com/xilinxinc

www.xilinx.com

 1,040 DSP Slices enabling 1,248 GMACs of performance

 Up to 16 High Speed serial transceivers supporting line rates up 
to  6.6 Gbps

 3.3V capable I/O to enable interfacing to legacy components

 Low cost Wire-bond packaging 

 Chip-scale packages for smallest form factor

 DDR3 memory interface performance reaching 1,066 Mbps

 BGA with 1.0mm ball spacing for low-cost PCB manufacturing

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p365869

www.xilinx.com

The Xilinx Artix™-7 FPGA family establishes a new standard for 
lowest cost and lowest power. Leveraging 28nm unified architec-
ture, Artix-7 delivers over two times the capacity, 30% higher perfor-
mance, and 50% lower power consumption as compared to existing 
technologies – designed to address the demands of high-volume 
markets. 

Artix-7 FPGAs provide higher integration and introduce Agile 
Mixed Signal capability for the first time in a low-cost FPGA, 
enabling customization for end user applications. Whether com-
plex analog signal conditioning or simple analog monitoring, the 
Agile Mixed Signal technology will enable lower system cost, higher 
system reliability and customization beyond off the shelf analog 
components.

Xilinx Artix-7 Series  

Xilinx, Inc.  |  408-559-7778
Contact: more_info@xilinx.com 
www.twitter.com/xilinxinc  |  www.facebook.com/xilinxinc  |  www.youtube.com/xilinxinc
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 28nm high-K metal gate (HKMG) process technology and a 
High-Performance, Low-Power (HPL) approach that drive up power 
efficiency

 Many performance boosting innovations, including industry-leading 
1,866 Mbps memory interface; 639 MHz DSP48E1 slices with 
high-performance filtering capabilities, combined with the six-input 
look-up table for flexible DSP designs

 Dedicated hard memory Phy implementation provide a simplified 
interfacing to external DDR memory

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p365871

Offering twice the performance and cutting power consumption 
makes the Xilinx Kintex™-7 FPGAs the clear choice for today’s fast 
growth applications. Kintex-7 FPGAs offer high-density logic, high-
performance connectivity, memory, and DSP, plus Agile Mixed 
Signal all to enable higher system-level performance and integration. 
These capabilities allow for continued innovation and differentiation 
in designs at volume price points.

Fabricated on a high-performance, low-power (HPL) 28nm process, all 
7 series FPGAs share a unified architecture. This innovation enables 
design migration across the Artix™-7, Kintex™-7, and Virtex®-7 FPGA 
families. System manufacturers can easily scale successful designs 
to address adjacent markets requiring reduced cost and power or 
increased performance and capability. The adoption of AMBA 4, AXI4 
specification as part of the interconnect strategy supporting Plug-
and-Play FPGA design further improves productivity with IP reuse, 
portability, and predictability.

Xilinx Kintex-7 Series  

Xilinx, Inc.  |  408-559-7778
Contact: more_info@xilinx.com 
www.twitter.com/xilinxinc  |  www.facebook.com/xilinxinc  |  www.youtube.com/xilinxinc

www.xilinx.com

 Dual ARM Cortex™-A9 MPCore 
 Unified 512 kB L2 cache
 256 kB on-chip memory
 DDR3, DDR2, and LPDDR2 Dynamic Memory Controller
 2x QSPI, NAND Flash, and NOR Flash Memory Controller
 2x USB 2.0 (OTG), 2x GbE, 2x CAN, 2x SD/SDIO, 2x UART, 2x SPI, 2x I2C
 AES & SHA 256b encryption engine for secure boot and secure 

configuration
 Dual 12-bit, 1MSps Analog-to-Digital converter; up to 17 inputs
 Advanced low power 28 nm programmable logic:

–  28K to 235K logic cells (430K to 3.5M of equivalent ASIC gates)
–  240 kB to 1.86 MB of Extensible Block RAM
–  80 to 760 18x25 DSP slices (58 to 912 GMACS peak DSP performance)

 PCI Express® Gen2x8 (in largest devices)
 154 to 404 user I/Os (multiplexed + SelectIO™)
 4 to 12 12.5 Gbps transceivers (in largest devices) 

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards www.dsp-fpga.com/p364973

The Zynq™-7000 family is Xilinx’s first Extensible Processing Platform (EPP). 
This new class of product combines an industry-standard ARM® dual-core 
Cortex™-A9 MPCore™ processing system with Xilinx 28 nm unified programmable 
logic architecture. This processor-centric architecture offers the flexibility and 
scalability of an FPGA combined with ASIC-like performance and power, plus 
the ease of use of an ASSP.

The four devices of the Zynq-7000 EPP family allow designers to target cost 
sensitive as well as high-performance applications from a single platform using 
industry-standard tools. The tight integration of the processing system with pro-
grammable logic allows designers to build accelerators and peripherals to speed 
key functions by up to 10x. The ARM architecture and ecosystem maximizes 
productivity and eases development for software and hardware developers.

Unlike ASICs and ASSPs, Zynq-7000 devices allow designers to modify their 
design throughout the development phase and after the system is in production. 
In addition, the Zynq-7000 EPP family, with over 3000 inter-connections between 
its processing system and the programmable logic, offers levels of performance 
that two-chip solutions (ASSP+FPGA) cannot match due to limited I/O bandwidth 
and limited power budgets.

Zynq-7000 Extensible Processing Platform (EPP)

Xilinx, Inc.  |  408-559-7778
Contact: more_info@xilinx.com 
www.twitter.com/xilinxinc  |  www.facebook.com/xilinxinc  |  www.youtube.com/xilinxinc

www.xilinx.com
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 Designed using Xilinx‘s multi-platform Virtex-5 FPGA
 8MB Flash for embedded code storage
 128MB DDR2-400 memory
 High speed digital I/O – 64 single ended or 32 LVDS pairs
 2 x 10Base-T, 100Base-TX Ethernet
 2 x RS-485 serial interface
 Designed for embedded processing using MicroBlaze™

 PowerPC 440 embedded processor option

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Reconfigurable www.dsp-fpga.com/p367821

www.connecttech.com

FreeForm/PCI-104 is a reconfigurable FPGA development board with 
high speed digital I/O that combines a user programmable FPGA with a 
32-Bit, 33MHz PCI-104 interface. The advantages of PCI-104’s high band-
width along with the versatile FPGA architecture allows users to create 
a high speed data interface and control solution that is uniquely suited 
to each individual application.

Based on the Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA, Connect Tech‘s FreeForm/PCI-104 is 
highly versatile and provides a powerful platform for system develop-
ment. Ideal for real-time data acquisition, high performance signal pro-
cessing, avionics, autonomous vehicles and software defined radio, 
FreeForm/PCI-104 is perfect for embedded systems designs when used 
along with an embedded host processor.

Use Connect Tech‘s engineering services for FPGA and high speed digital 
I/O design and software/driver development. FreeForm/PCI-104 Virtex-5 
FPGA and digital I/O embedded computing modules include lifetime 
warranty and free technical support.

FreeForm/PCI-104 FPGA with High Speed Digital I/O

Connect Tech Inc.  |  519-836-1291    800-426-8979 Twitter: twitter.com/connecttechinc
Facebook: facebook.com/connecttechinc

 FPGA Consultancy: 
Technical Consultations; Modeling & Simulation; IP Patent Expert 
Witness; FPGA Design Evaluations

 FPGA Firmware Development: 
Signal/Data Processing; Video Processing; Control; DO-254 
Compliance on Request

 ADC and FPGA Board Design: 
Rapid Prototyping (12 weeks); Circuit Design and Layout; 
Full PCB Production; including Firmware, Software API, Test and 
Documentation; Full Compliance Service on Request

 System Design: 
 FPGA based System Development; Fully tested and qualified 
interfaces and documentation; Production, obsolescence 
management, warranty and service; Build to specification

FEATURES

Services: Design www.dsp-fpga.com/p367843

www.rfel.com

RFEL delivers high performance signal processing solutions for 
FPGAs targeting the homeland security, defense, communications 
and instrumentation markets.

RFEL’s range of consultancy and design services offers every 
customer a bespoke solution to its requirements. Whether it is a 
technical consultantcy, the optimization of an existing design or a 
complete built-to-specification system, RFEL can provide a profes-
sional and innovative solution.

RFEL’s business approach aims to provide de-risked and optimized 
development results that give customers a turn-key solution with a 
fast time-to-market. Our service covers the necessary after-sales 
support, maintenance and warranty.

High Performance Signal Processing IP Cores & Design Services

RFEL  |  +44 1983 550330 Contact: sales@rfel.com
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Virtex-6 and Virtex-7 FPGAs plus AXI4 Interconnect 
FPGA development is simplifi ed with the industry’s fi rst embedded computing 
FPGA Development Kit (FDK) based on the AXI4 interface. With the X-ES FDK, quickly 
integrate your algorithms into the high-performance FPGA infrastructure of the 
XPedite2300 Virtex-6 XMC module and soon-to-be-available Virtex-7 boards. Expect 
easier FPGA development from the same vendor that provides rugged and reliable 
embedded computing products and superior customer support.

Easier FPGA development. That’s the Extreme way.

STATE-OF-THE-ART FPGAS
STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVELOPMENT

Extreme Engineering Solutions

608.833.1155    www.xes-inc.com




